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GET PUMPED UP
Students use energy
drinks to help get them
through tough.e r qays
- SEE NEWS, AS

CONFERENCE CALL
Men's basketball team kicks off C-USA play with
a matchup against Marshall-sEESPORTs,s1
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Poll finds Americans hold academics over sports
ASCRIBE NEWSWIRE
INDIANAPOLIS - Nearly
eight out of 10 Americans say
an athlete's college experience
should be about academics, not
sports, according to a new poll
conducted for the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics by Widmeyer Research
and Polling of Washington, D.C.

•

While a majority of Ameri- and president emeritus of
cans polled in the midst of the . Michigan State University. "On
college bowl season are aware the eve of its convention, these
of the NCAA'.s reforms to findings confirm to the NCAA
improve the academic perform- the importance of a financial
. ance of college athletes, they incentive plan to reward teams
say more needs to be done.
for high academic performance .
"The message to the NCAA and to fully implement its plans
from this poll is: 'Stay the to penalize teams that undercourse but remain diligent,'" achieve academically.''
Seventy-nine percent of
said Clifton R. Wharton Jr., the
commission's vice chairman Americans support a policy

that would make college teams
that fail to graduate at least half
of their players ineligible for
conference championships or
postseason play as recommended by the Knight Commission in its 2001 report "A
Call to Action: Reconnecting
College Sports and Higher Education.'' ·
PLEASESEE

Breaking down the numbers
According to the poll, 56 percent of all
people polled were very concerned with colleges acceptiong athletes who have no reasonable chance of graduating. Only 51 percent of college graduates felt the same.
Only 17 percent of all people polled said
that it was fair for colleges to have easier

admission standards for athletes than other
college students.
Seventy-four percent ofall people polled
said that they think accepting athletes into
colleges that don't have the same qualifications as other students hurts the athlete inthe
longterm.

*The result; o(th~ poll were derived from aCfnsus-balanced telephone S11rvey of502Americans performed in lle<Embel 2005.
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"[Intelligent Design] doesn't belong in science ciass. It's not even a theory."
- TOSHA DUPRAS, UCF ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT
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Should intelligent design be taught in schools? Most Americans say yes. But is it science?
'

RICHARD BILBAO

..

Contributing Writer

T

he theory of intelligent design has provoked .d ebate
about the established theory of evolution by Charles
Darwin on the origin of life.
Intelligent design, the belief that an all-powerful force
had a hand in creating man and his surroundings, has caused
some school boards to change their curriculum. In Kansas, the
board of education has already approved the theory of intelligent
design to be taught alongside Darwin's natural selection tl}eory of
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MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer
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A pending Student Government Association proposal
aims to refine the parking citation appeals process at UCF
and award student leaders the
final say regarding whether or
not a fine is warranted.
Led by SGA Attorney General Josh Eggnatz, the proposed
changes will allow students

disputing a fine to make a second and last appeal to SGA's
Judicial Council. The proposal
states that, "The University of
Central Florida's Student Government Association is continually striving to be ~ advocate
for students' rights and to
ensure that the due process
afforded to students is upheld
throughout all areas of the
campus community."
The document further
states that "It is our goal to
guarantee that these rights will
be honored not only in the academic and conduct seJ:ting, but
in the .parking appeals process
as well."

·0ng19or .

Species :
(Del1arles
arwm

Those in support of the proposal cite irregularities in the
parking
citation appeals
process. Craig Alles, chief of
~taff for the Bentley-Woolsey
administration and a member
of the Parking Citation Appeals
Committee, spoke candidly on
the subject.
"The current appeal process
is flawed because the committee has no quorum requirement, meaning that a student
might not always get the diversity of coqunittee members
that is essential for a fair hearing," Alles said "On one day, a
PLEASE SEE
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SGA wants say in parking fines
Proposed change
would let SGA
hear second appeal

I

evolution.
The integration of intelligent design in schools would ·
rewrite the textbooks in students' biology classes from its sole
explanation of Darwinism to one of many alternatives. For
some, such as Pete Sinelli, an anthropology professor at UCF,
the concept of intelligent design is just "religion presented with
a slick polishing to look 'like science.''
.
Sinelli says he believes the addition of intelligent design into
the classroom is irresponsible.
·
"I lose enormous respect [for people] when they try to

.
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CURRICULUM-oN AS

Air Warfare Syl)lposium focused on
creating new ways ·to work together
·Air Force ROTC welcomes top-ranking officers, leaders
ROBERT N. CARRANZA
Contributing Writer

The Air Force Association
will conduct its 22nd annual
Air Warfare Symposium, Feb.
2-3 at the Buena Vista Palace
Hotel in Orlando.
Speakers at the sympositim
include top leaders of the U.S.
Air Force, such as the current
Air Force Chief of Staff, Gen. T.
Michael Moseley and Secretary of the Air Force Michael
W.Wynne.

The Central Florida Chapter
of the AFA provides the 159th
AFROTC Cadet Wing· at UCF
with thousl,Ulds of dollai:s for
. scholarships, cadet funds and
other miscellaneous needs.
The theme for thiS year's Air
Warfare Symposium is titled
"Forging the Interdependent
Force: The Path Ahead." In an
era of shrinking budgets, aging
weapons systems and high
operations tempo in the global
· war on terror, the Air Force is
being called on to make hard

decisions in balancing its portfolio of capabilities. ·
The sy,mposium w ill focus
on guaranteeing mission success in the future by forging
interdependent force and finding new ways to work together
and share resources.
In support of AFA's Air Warfare Symposium, the Central
Florida Chapter will again
sponsor its annual Gala and
Golf activities. The golf outing
PLEASE SEE
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INTERNATIONAL BEAT

AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Dyer receives kudos from UCF
Officials from UCF and the
Metro Orlando Economic
Development Commission
will present will present
Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer
with the University Economic
Development Association's
2005 Award of Excellence in
Workforce Development at· 2
p.m. today at the Orlando City
Council meeting.
The award, which will be
presented at a 2 p.m. Orlando
City Council meeting, recognizes the city's crucial role in
the development of the Florida Interactive Entertainment
Academy. .
For more information, call
Tom Evelyn at 407-823-5988.

Lessons in portfolios, tenure
The Faculty Center for
Teaching and Learning will
hold a workshop on the basics
of promotion and tenure portfolios from 10:30 a.m. until
noon Tuesday in the Classroom I Building Room 207.
The more work/less work
rule will be discussed as will
the value of finding a te.qure
mentor.
For more information, call
Alison Morrison-Shetlar· at
407-823-3544.

WebCT help available in lab
Course Development and
Web Services will hold a
WebCT lab from 1 p.m. until 3
p.m. Wednesday in the library.
Faculty and staff are invited to
work on their online courses
in a friendly lab setting.
Instructional designers will
. be available to assist.
To RSVP to this session or
to additional sessions go to:
http://reach.ucf.edu/-webct4
ll. For more information, call
407-823-3809.

Sharon to be brought out of coma
Israeli Prime Minister's stroke has country, peace process in political turmoil
ABEER ABDALLA

Arab perspective of Sharon.
StaffWriter .
· "To people in Palestine
Square," Johnston said. "Mr.
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon is a war criminal. They
Sharon will be brought out of a
remember the massacres carmedically induced coma today
ried out in two Palestinian
after having a massive stroke
refugee camps by Lebanese
on Jan. 4. Officials at Hadassah
militiamen in 1982. An Israeli
Hospital where Sharon, 77, is
inquiry found Mr. Sharon indicurrently receiving treatment
rectly responsible. But Palessaid that removing him from
tinians always held him wholly
the coma would allow for a betresponsible for the slaughter."
ter assessment of the short• UCF senior Ameer Zufari
and-long-range damage to his
agreed that Sharon's recent
brain following the stroke.
foray into peace talks does not
Hadassah Hospital director
make up for his former aggresDr. Shlomo Mor-Yosef said·that
sions.
Sunday's brain scan showed a
·~el Sharon has led many
slight improvement in Sharon's
massacres of innocent civilcondition.
ians," Zufari said.
Beyond the immediate con"Whether it was in Jenin,
DAVID GUTTENFELDER /ASSOCIATED PRESS
cerns of his health, many are Ariel Sharon, then Israel's Prime Minister·elect, looks up as he touches the Western Wall in
Q!bya, Sabra, or Shatila I
loo~g to fill the current politbelieve he was counterproduc2001. Doctors plan to revive Sharon soon to further assess the brain damage from his stroke.
ical void The Associated Press
tive to the peace process, and I
reported ·~t the Israeli Cabi- ous absence in representation Palestine and Israel may see . hope that the future leaders of
net's regular weekly me·e ting oflsrael," Udell said. "Not since even more if Sharon dies or is Israel do not have such a horSunday, acting Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin has Israel had repl1tced. Sharon is widely rific criminal record." .
Ehud Olmert told ministers such a dynamic leader. Whoev- viewed ih the international
As the health of Sharon
that Sharon would want every- er steps up to the plate in the arena as being the leader most hangs in the balance, the debate
one to return to work on the elections in 100 days will have capable of ending the Israeli- rages on.
country's pressing security, to rival both Sharon's image Palestinian conflict.
"It has seemed that when
social and economic issues."
While there is still violence there is a sneeze in. Israel,
and strength iµ continuing with
UCF senior Shayna Udell, the peace process."
in the Gaza Strip, Palestinian Palestinians get a cold," Udell
21, has seen first hand the politThe ongoing conflicts elections in January and Israeli said
ical climate in Israel. Udell between Palestine and Israel elections in March may create
"To many groups ~uch as
returned from Israel in Decem- are made even more uncertain changes in the current govern- Hamas, the lack of such a hardber 2004 and has plans to by Sharon's condition. Sharon's ments.
line leader like Sharon will be a
return for graduate school to decision last summer to with- · Especially with Sharon now stepping-stone for gaining
further understand Israeli soci- draw Israeli soldiers and set- appearing to be out of the polit- more power 'and political clout
et)r and politics. ,
tlers from the Gaza Strip was a ical process for months, if not among the Palestinians," she
As a Middle East studies · bold move that many hoped permanently, the elections said.
minor, Udell recognizes the would begin anew peace talks could destabilize the region
"Whether Israelis hated or
growing concern of Sharon's in the region. Long-term peace even more.
supported Sharon, they at least ·
absence to the international between Palestine and Israel is
Some question Sharon's past respected the fact that he conarena
even more tenuous now.
while discussing the region's tinued the maintenance and
"Sharon's stepping down as
Two countries that have future. Alan Johnston, a BBC continuation of a peace
prime minister leaves an obvi- known violence for centuries, reporter, rece~tly looked at the process."

·Event offers chance to meet top offiCials
FROM

Al

Film focuses on racial crime
The Untold Story • of
Emmett Till: Documentary
will open at 7 p.m. Thursday
at the Downtown Media Arts
Center at Magnolia and Pine
streets in Downtown Orlando.
The film tells the story of
the brutal murder of Emmett
Till, which is considered a
_major catalyst for the 1960s
Civil Rights Movement. It juxtaposes excerpts of the television coverage of the 1955
events against present-day
interviews with the people
who lived though the events.
For more information, visit
http://www.dmacorlando.co
m.

Learn the value of men~oring
The Faculty Center for
Teaching and Learning will
hold a workshop discussing
how faculty and administra- .
tion can mentor each other
from 10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
Friday in the Classroom I
Building Room 207.
For more information, call
Alison Morrison-Shetlar at
407-823-3544.

will be on Walt Disney World's
Magnolia Palm Courses on Feb.
1.
.
UCF cadets will assist with
registration for the golf outing
as well as distribute lunches
and gift bags. The chapter will
also sponsor its black-tie gala
onFeb.3.
The gala gives UCF cadets
the opportunity to make connections with high-ranking Air
Force officials while escorting
and handing out gift bags.
Here is a oreakdown of
exactly how many cadet volunteers will be working for the
three events:
• Golf Outing - Held on
Feb. 1 from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
There will be 16 volunteers
needed
.
•Air Warfare Symposium Held on Feb. 2 from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. There will be 18 volunteers
needed.

• "

US.ill FORCi

COURTESY UCF AIR FORCE ROTC

· Underclf).ssmen will be
given priority, but this should

not discourage upperclassmen
from volunteering.

LOCAL WEATI{ER
~Tuesday

TODAY IN DETAIL

~ MOSHY SUNNY

Today: Warmer and more humid as

SUNNY

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407.-447-4556 or an e-mail to
- editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
, Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

·n Bed -

'

Today
High: 75° Low: 55°

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Senators begin campaigns for
House GOP leadership
WASHINGTON - In a
race framed by scandal,
Republican Reps. Roy Blunt
and John Boehner pledged
action on a .reform agenda
Sunday as they launched competing campaigns to succeed
Tom DeLay as House majority
leader.
Blunt and Boehner, midwestem conservatives in their •
50s, moved ~ough the early
stages of a hurry-up campaign
as House Speaker Dennis
H~stert, R-Ill., pledged to
"move forward aggressively
and quickly" to have the
House address lobbying
reform. He provided nQ
details.
The leadership elections
are expected to be held when
lawmakers return to the Capi~
tol the week ofJan. 31.
Illinois
Rep.
Rahm
Emanuel, chairman of the
House Democratic campaign
committee, said Hastert's
pledge was "welcome and _
long overdue."
The developments came
one day after DeLay, under
indictment on campaign
finance charges in his home
state of Texas, reversed course
and announced he woUld n~t
attempt to reclaim his post ~
majority leader.
That decision came in
response to pressure from fellow Republicans staggered by
last week's courtroom admission of guilt by lobbyist Jae~
Abramoff. He accepted a plea
bargain that said he had pro.;
vided lavish trips, golf outings,
meals and more to public officials "in exchange for a series
of official acts."
DeLay was not mentioned
by name in the plea barg;rln. At
the same time, court papers
said the wife of a former aide
to the Texan had received
$50,000 from Abramoff as part
of an attempt to influence the
outcome of legislation.

6.9 earthquake rattles Greece;
no tsunami warnings issued

Members of the UCF Air Force ROTC program will .attend the Air Wa~are Symposium, hosted by the Air Force Association, on Feb. 1.

• Black Tie Gala - Held on
Feb. 3 from 4 p.m. to midnight.
There will be 15 volunteers

NATION&
WORLD

southern winds bring moisture from
the tropics.
Tonight: Clear, cool and damp
through the evening.

~Wednesday
_-

High:76°
Low:59°

High:74°
v ~ SCATTERED SHOWERS Low:S7°

ATHENS, Greece - • A
powerful earthquake shook
Greece on Sunday and was felt
as far away as the Middle East
and Italy. Minor damage was
reported in southern Greece,
and authorities on the island
of Crete said three people
were slightly injured.
No tsunami warnings were
issued.
The Athens Geodynamic
Institute said the epicenter of
the 6.9-magpitude quake was
located beneath the seabed
about 125 miles south of
Athens and 12 miles east of the
island of Kithira in the Sea of
Crete.
The earthquake, which lasted for several seconds,
occurred at 1:34 p.m. and was
felt as far away as Cairo, Egypt,
about 745 miles southeast of
the epicenter.
The quake also was felt
across southern Italy but there
were no reports of damage or
injuries, Italian news reports
said.
·
Clarice Nassif Ransom, a

•
"

•
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Whether you are Not a Music Major
or you are; Orla_
n-do Acappella
seeks skilled singers.~.
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Classes held on Tuesdays
for Spring 2006
Learn how to Escape from
a larger and more
aggressive attacker.
The goal is not to fight,
it is to Escape.
Course content is simple
and put to the test right
there in class
No Fees Required

'
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For Questions or Audition Information:

... ~ ....
'~ t
sing@orlandoacappeJla.com
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CALL: (407) 230-6100 or
Ety1AIL:

\
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Limit one deal per coupon per customer. Excluding all tobacco, alcohol, lottery items, money
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HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

•

Suit against university dash
between creed and curriculum
BERKELEY, Calif. - In an
unusual clash between creed
and curriculum, evangelical
day schools are suing the
prestigious University of California system, charging that
it's biased against conservative Christian viewpoints.
The suit was prompted by
UC's refusal to approve
courses at Calvary Chapel
Christian School in Murrieta,
Calif., where textbooks,
among other things, endorse
the Bible's absolute authority
and challenge the theory of
evolution. Federal district
Judge S. James Otero in Los
Angeles will rule on UC's
motion tQ kill the lawsuit.
If the case proceeds, it will
be unique. Neither UC nor
the Association of Christian
Schools International, Calvary's partner in the lawsuit,
knows of any parallel.

First hurricane relief payments
given to Gulf Coast schools
WASHINGTON - The
Bush administration handed
out the first ·hurricane relief
payments to schools and colleges, awarding more than
$250 million on Thursday to
four Gulf Coast states as part
of a $1.6 billion in recovery
aid.
The lump-sum payments
include help for private
schools that some critics have
assailed as a national voucher
experiment. The money went
out one week after President ,
Bush signed the legislation
into law.
The awards include $100
million each for Louisiana
and Mississippi, $50 million
for Texas and $3.75 million for
Alabama. Additional · funds
will go out as states provide
data on exactly how much is
needed and for what purpose.

Ex-employee pays back $69,000
embezzled from university
MASON, Mich. A
Fowlerville woman who
admitted embezzling about
$69,900 from the Michigan
Interscholastic Press Association and Michigan State
University's
journalism
school while she worked for
the university has repaid the
money.
At a sentencing hearing in
Ingham County Circuit Court
on Wednesday, Raye Grill, 51,
received 18 months probation
and repaid $51,829 to MIPA
and $17,241 to the School of
Journalism. Those were the
; amounts it had been determined she took between 1999
and2005.
Grill pleaded guilty in
December to embezzlement
charges. In exchange for her
,plea, prosecutors said she
would not serve jail time.
Grill said there were no
words to convey her remorse..
Shortly after the hearing,
Grill, who handled bookkeeping for the journalism school
and MIPA, which it sponsors,
· wrote checks to both organi.zations, Clement said.
MIPA officials said it was
likely Grill had taken money
before 1999, l;mt auditors were
unable to obtain copies of
checks written before that
year. She ·began working at
the university in 1993.
. The press association
serves junior high and high
school teachers and students.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS .
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ponderosa pine.
Drought conditions and
U.S. Geological Survey gusting wind have spread
spokeswoman in Washington, dozens of wildfires across,
said scientists project that as Oklahoma, Texas and New
many as 6 million people may Mexico over the past two
have felt the earthquake.
weeks. At least 475 homes
have been destroyed by the
Man who shot Pope John Paul II · winter blazes and five people
released after serving sentence
have been killed.
ANKARA, Turkey - The
Burn bans and more fireman who shot Pope John Paul fighting resources, such as
II in 1981 will be released from aircraft and equipment, have
a Turkish prison as soon as helped firefighters get the
Monday after completing his blazes under control; said
sentence for crimes commit- Forest. Service fire informated in his homeland, a news tion officer Jim Caldwell.
agency reported Sunday.
Melunet Ali Agca was Two men charged with murder
extradited to Turkey in '2000 of 2 Richmona families
·
after serving almost 20 years
RICHMOND, Va. - Two
in Italy for shooting and men arrested Saturday in the
wounding the pope in St. killing of a Riclunond family
Peter's Square in Rome.
are also suspected of slitting
Agca, 47, was expected to the throats of a musician, his
be released as early as Mon- wife and their two young
day, the semiofficial Anatolia daughters six days earlier,
news agency reported Sunday. police said.
He was expected to be immeAll seven victims were
diately enlisted by the military found bound with tape in
for obligatory service because their homes, authorities said.
he had dodged the draft, Ana- The musician's home was set
tolia said.
ablaze on New Year's Day,
In one of the most famous and the other was ransacked
moments of his papacy, John Friday in what police
Paul · personally pardoned described as an apparent robAgca two-and-a-half years bery.
after the attack, sitting face-toOn Saturday, as detectives
face and almost touching in two states were tracking
kneeswithhisattackerduring down the suspects, more than
a 21-minute private meeting in 1,400 people packed into a .
a prison cell in Rome.
Riclunond theater to remeµtber the victims.
Fires bum across Southwest as
The two men were arrestresidents evacuate; 5 killed
ed in a house in West
AGUILAR, Colo. - Wmd- Philadelphia by Philadelphia
whipped wildfires destroyed police and a SWAT team, said
at least five houses in south- Capt. Benjamin Naish, a
ern Colorado and forced the police sp<;>kesrnan.
evacuation of several hunRicky
Gavon
Gray,
dred residents
Sunday, believed to be from Arlingauthorities said.
ton, and Ray Joseph DanTwo fires had burned over dridge, both 28, were both
5,400 acres in Huerfano and charged Saturday in Vrrginia
Las Animas counties, not far with conspiracy to commit
from the New Mexico line. milrder and auto theft, RichOne of them had started as a mond Police Chief Rodney
controlled bum earlier in the Monroe said at a news conferweek that flared up again ence Saturday night, publicly
despite efforts to keep it connecting ¢.e two crime
down.
scenes for the first time.
Wind gusting up to 50 mph
It was the investigation
prevented authorities from into Friday's triple homicide
using airplanes to drop slurry that led police to Dandridge
on the fires, said Pam Mar- and Gray, Monroe said. He
tinez of the Huerfano County said the detectives also found
Sheriff's office.
the
evidence
linking
The land around Aguilar, a assailants to the four killings
town of about 1,000 residents, on New Year's Day, but he
is covered with sagebrush declined to give specifics.
and grass, and the nearby hills
are dotted with pinon and
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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HAVE YOU HEARD THE NEWS?
SARC HAS EVERYTHING . THAT YOU NEED
TO MAKE THIS SEMESTER A SUCCESS!

. FRBB
FRBB
FRBB

TUTORING
SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION
ACADEMIC SUCCESS WORKSHOPS

STUDENT

ACADEMIC

RESOURCE

CENTER

WWW • SARC • SDES • UCF • EDU

•
•
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407-823-5130

';,UCF

STUDENT Success CENTER
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT AND ENROLLMENT SERVICES

•

SCHOLARSHIPS
The UCF Alumni Association awards
more than $50,000 in scholarships eacti .
year to 'current full-time students.

•
Stop by the UCF Alumni Association
in the FAIRWINDS Alumni.Center
(located across the street from the
UCF Arena at 126 N. Gemini Blvd.)
· to pick-up an app.l ication
or download information and the form at
www.ucfalumni.com/scholarships. '

..
AU applications must be received by:
5 p.m. on Friday, March 31, 2006.

.
•
•

•

Questions? Call (407) UCF-ALUM or ·
e-mail knights@ucfalumni.com.

New Vitamin BS treatment fights
facial and body acne in one
easy step. Guaranteed results!

CLASS A PLACE
12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida

·.
·...:

EUROKINISSI I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Open Mic Night·

---No cover--SMOKERS WElCOME .

•

Rubble Is strewn In a cafeteria In the old port town of Hanla after a powel'ful earthquake
with a preliminary magnitude of 6.9 rattled much of Greece on Sunday.

WEDNESDAYS

Karaoke

l
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THURSDAYS
&SATURDAY
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www.Acne-Vitamins.com
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Energy drinks carry high
caffeine payoff, health risks
Students turning to ·Red Bull to pull through the night
ASHLEY GREEN
Senior StaffWriter

cl

It's the beginning of the
: semester and . students are
: gearing up for weeks of work,
study and play.
How will everything get
done? For some students, the
solution is found in a few. cans
of Red Bull.
Many students opt for energy drinks like Red Bull, Amp or
Rockstar to help them get
through long days and even
longer nights.
Renea Forde, 20, a double
major in psychology and social
work; s~d that sometimes
there just aren't enough hours
io. the day for her to get all of
.her work done.
"It can be so stressful," she
said. "I go to school full-time
and work two jobs! And my
professors act like their class is
the only one I'm taking."
Forde prefers espresso shots
to energy drinks, but she says
~he drinks them on occasion
~ when she needs an extra boost.
• ~ Still, energy drinks have a
jarge following. In a recent arti- tle, ' Bob Phillips, editor-inchief of Beverage Aisle magazine, described energy drinks
as the coffee of Generation Y.
Since the late '90s, energy
drinks have hit the market
hard. In 1997, energy drinks
only brought in $12 million.
But in 2004 they pulled in more
than $2.7 billion of the $60 billion U.S. soft-drink market,
with Red Bull on top of the
market. The Austria-native
company dominates nearly 70
percent of the energy drink
market, according to Biz/Ed, a
United Kingdom-based educational resource used for business, economics, accounting
and tourism purposes.
Despite the popularityof
energy drinks among college
students trying to make the
·grade and some money, there
are some health concerns that
consumers may not recognize.
Until the Food and Drug
' Association placed a ban on .
the use of ephedra in April of
2004, many energy-enhancing
products contained dangerous
amounts of the drug. Also
known to Chinese herbalists as
mu huang, a natural supplement, ephedra was marketed to
young adults ages 18-31 as a natµral supplement to enhance
energy, endurance, and performance levels in athletes and
active adults.
Over time, the FDA
received increasing complaints
about the adverse effects of
ephedra such as headaches,
·insomnia, tremors, nerve damage and rapid or irregular
heartbeat. These complaints
led to the evaluation and ban-
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ning of the drug.
ous when combined with alco- .
Although the ephedra has .hol because their stimulating
been banned, the energy drink effects make people feel less
market coQ.tinues to swell. intoxicated than they really are,
High.doses of~eine serve as according to Shafran.
ephedra's replacement. For
Red Bull, the most popular
example, one 8.3-ounce can of energy drink on the market
Red Bull contains 80 mil- according to Biz/Ed, has been
ligrams of caffeine whereas a banned in some countries
12-ounce can of Coca-Cola despite its global popularity,
contains 34 milligrams.
which produced $1.9 billion in
In 1997, Extreme Ripped sales worldwide. The drink has
Force,
energy drink that been banned in France and
used to be popular on college Denmark, some restaurants in
campuses contained 25 mil- Sweden and is only sold in
ligrams of ephedra, more than pharmacies
in
Norway
three times the limit recom- because of its high caffeine
mended by the FDA
content.
Dr. Lori Shafran, a nutritionSome experts believe that
ist at the UCF Wellness Center the drinks are not really as
said drinks such as POWER- effective as they claim to be. In
ade or Gatorade are fine for an article in The Digital Colleconsumption after workouts, gian, Kristine Clark, sports
but a9,vises against drinks· like nutrition director and assistant
Red Bull.
professor of nutrition at Penn"Red Bull has herbal stimu- sylvania State University, said:
lants and caffeine,'' she said. "The word 'energy' means
"[College students] are better calories. [The drinks] are not
off drinking a Coke, Pepsi or dangerous, but you're paying
cup of coffee."
for the marketing."
Forde said · she seldom
Shafran cautions that enerdrinks energy drinks and that gy drinks could interact with
she doesn't think college stu- prescription drugs, aggravate
dents are using them to stay heart conditions or cause
awake for academic reasons as dehydration.
much as social purposes.
Still, for many students, a
"Most of my ,friends don't caffeine overload - genuine or
like the way [energy drinks] not - is just what they need to
taste and only use them when get them through a long night
they really have to," she said. "I of studying. Despite health
usually see college students concerns and expense, a can of
use them in combination with Red Bull, Amp or Rockstar
alcohol"
costs about $2, energy drinks
Energy drinks are danger- appear to be here to stay.
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Red Bull is the most popular energy drink on the market, according to Biz/Ed, a United
Kingdom-based educational resource. Red Bull brings in $1.9 billion in worldwide sales.
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Students may get new appeal i tu.to:n
FROM Al

student might face three students and two faculty members
on the appecil committee, while
another day only face one student and three faculty membeci."
Another prµnary concern
behind the proposal is the finality of a ruling by the Appeals
Committee. In disputes involving student conduct or academics, students are provided
with more than one opportunity to appeal an unfavorable
decision. As stated on the UCF
Parking Services Web site,
"The decision of the Appeals
Committee is final. No reappeals are permitted."
Eggnatz is the driving force
behind the proposal and says it
provides a necessary solution
to the irregularities present in
the appeals process.
"This gives students a second level of appeals similar to
other areas of campus such as
student conduct, grade appeal
and admissions," Eggnatz said.
Alles also believes that the
proposal is an, important
change for the UCF community.

'

"Students should have
another recourse at their disposal should they feel wronged
by the . system," Alles said.
"Money is important to college
students, and parking fines can
add up, leaving holds on students records. When so much
hangs in the balance, it's only
appropriate that this recourse
is available."
·
The
Parking Services
Department of UCF collects an
average of $1 million a year

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ARCHIVE

Students receiving tickets from parking
services could receive a second appeal.

from traffic fines, and many
students have expressed concerns that Parking Services is
overaggressive when citing
alleged violations.
"Every student has a horror
story about an unfair parking
ticket," sophomore Jasmine
Cruz said. "Ifthey have not personally been a victim, they
know many who have."
When asked about the high
volume of fees collected by
Parking Services, Cruz divided
the figure by the cost of the
average $25 parking citation,
and she found that it came to
an even 40,000.
"That is almost a ticket per
student," Cruz said. She added
that UCF has one of the larger

student populations in the
nation, and she was "excited to
see members of our Student
Government taking action in
an area where so many stu. dents are affected."
While the proposal is
intended to provide students
such as Cruz with more
options when disputing a parking citation, it also establishes
safeguards against frivolous
appeals.
The proposed changes to
the current appeals process'
include nine reasons that the
Judicial Council will not consider for overturning a decision
by the Appeals Committee.
Among them are "disagreement with the Traffic and Parking Regulations" and "stated
inability to find a permitted
parking space."
In addition, the proposal
· states that "one ex-office representative appointed by the
Director of Parking Services
shall· sit in on the appeal to
. ensure that the Parking Services Guidelines are being honored."·
While many supporting the
proposal are focused on the
changes it will bring to the
appeals process, Eggnatz finds
a broader meaning in the situation.
"It !';hows Student Govern- ·
ment can handle issues like
this, handle them in a professional manner, and gain greater
responsib9ity in the .future,"
Eggnatz said.
Eggnatz will meet with
Patricia MacKoirn, the director
of Student Rights and Responsibilities, to discuss further
details of the proposal later this
week.
·
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Three out of four Americans (74 percept) also support
a policy that rewards institutions with the highest graduation rates and best records of
compliance with additional
revenues.
This is in keeping with the
Commission's 2001 recommendation that NCAA revenue distribution be changed
to consider values such as academic performance.
The Census-balanced and
representative telephone poll
of 502 American adults, completed in late December 2005,
also found the following a
majority of Americans are
aware that the NCAA is implementing policies that will
penalize college teams whose
athletes do not meet certain
academic standards. Nearly all
are favorable to these policies:
• More than half (52 percent) are aware of the new
NCAA policies that will penalize teams that fail to meet certain academic standards.
• Nine out of 10 Americans

(89 percent) are favorable' to colleges accept athletes who
these policies; two in three (67 have no reasonable chance of
graduating.
percent) are very favorable.
• Eighty percent of AmeriAlthough fewer Americans
are aware that the NCAA has cans.say it is unfair for colleges
instituted. new policies to to have easier admission stanimprove the graduation rates dards for athletes than other
of athletes at colleges, inost (90 college students.
• Tlµ-ee out of four Ameripercent) are favorable to these
cans (74 percent) say that
policies. .
Although Americans recog- ac~epting athletes into college
nize that reforms are under who don't have the same qualiway, they. remain concerned fications as other students
about the potentially negative hurts, not helps, the athlete in
influence of athletics on aca- the long term.
In fact, four out of five
demics. The sentiment that
college should be· about aca- Americans agree (82 percent)
demics and not athletics res- - 56 percent strongly - with
onates powerfully with most the statement: Giving athletes
who struggle academically
Americans:
• Eight out of 10 Americans unfair advant~ges causes them.
(78 percent) say an athlete's more harm than good.
· These are the earliest findcollege experience should be
ings of the Knight Commisabout academics, not sports.
• Many more Americans (56 sion's poll. More will be
percent) say that college ath- released at the Summit on the
letics programs only care Collegiate Athlete Experience
about whether athletes are eli- . to be held at George Washing. gible to play, compared to ton University on Jan. 30. Inforbeing genuinely concerned , mation about the summit and
about their athletes' academic prior Knight Commission
reports and releases can be
performance (35 percent).
• Eighty-five percent of found on http://www.knightAmericans are concerned that commission.org.
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Web 9 .Classes begin
Student Organization orientation, 10:30arn, Student
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Student Organization orientation, 11 :30am, SU 223

jfrt 13 Hispa~ic American Student Association (HASA) Induction Ceremony,
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18 Multicultural Student Center (MSC) M~K Day Celebration·, 2pm, Key West SU ·218
Campus Activities Board (CAB) Meet & Greet, 6:30pm,
with "The Wedding Crashers" at 8pm, ·Cape Florida Ballroom

jfrt 20

CAB Speakers presents mentalist Craig Karges, SU Pegasus DEF. He will blow your mind!
Late Knights, 9pm - 2am, Student Union
Dance Marathon Charity Yard Sale, Sam, location TBA
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Cun;-iculum change tried in
Kansas, Pennsylvania only
FROM

Al

impose [intelligent design],"
Sinelli said. He views intelligent design as an "endorsement of religion."
"I' don't think [intelligent
design] will stick in courts,"
Sinelli said.
·
The concept has been
attempted only in Kansas and
Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania School Board approved the
addition in 2004, but a federal
judge ruled the decision was
unconstitutional on Dec. 20,
2005. " [It seems] like they say
'my way or the highway,' "
Sinellisaid.
•
Associate professor Tosha
Dupras of the UCF anthropology department says she thipks
"it is wrong to adopt intelligent
design into classrooms."
Dupras says she believes
intelligent ·design was founded
to "challenge the unanswered
question in evolution" and
argues that is not an actual theory.
"[Intelligent design] doesn't
belong in a science class," she
said. "It is not even a theory."
A theory is briefly defined
as a hypothesis that is proven to
be true through multiple testing ending in the same result.
"It is not a scientific theory
or a view," Dupras said. "[Intelligent design] is built on faith."
Sinelli also said he disagrees
with the notion of intelligent
design being a theory because
"you can't test faith."
Deacon Pedro Laboy says he
believes that intelligent design
should be taught because "our
nation was based on God."
Laboy, of the St. Isaac Jogues
Catholic Church in Orlando,
says h e believes "kids should
not be restricted [to one idea]."
"God is the tree, and we are
the branches," Laboy said. ''We
started from him, and I believe
we should not try to shy from
that." ·
Laboy said he thinks schools
should not shy from the idea of

e.

"Kids [should be] exposed
to all thoughts of life.," Thompson said.
A survey conducted nation' wide by the Harris Poll in June
2005 reports that 74 percent of
people believe God created
humans or that they are too
complex and a "force" must
have intervened. Only 22 per- .
cent believe humans evolved .
from earlier species. This
"force" was never identified
but seems to have a connection
to a "god-like" entity.
Reports show that 12 percent of people believe only evolution should be taught in
schools, 27 percent believe creatioriism and intelligent design.
and 55 percent believe that all
COURTESY OF VIRGIBIA.EDU
three concepts should be
Charles Darwin, born in 1809, is widely
taught. Creationism is the
regardly as the originator of the theories of
belief that the biblical God creevolution and natural selection. Darwin'$
work is a standard taught in schools today.
ated man, as opposed to intelligent design's "all-powerful
a divine entity because "on our force."
·
money it says 'In God We
AnotJ;ier theory that has
Trust.'"
emerged from the debates on
"In the past, there use to be intelligent design is Flying
prayer in schools," Laboy Spaghetti Monsterism. Flying
I
added.
Spaghetti Monsterism, a satiriOther professors take a mid- cal parody religion created by
dle ground of sorts on intelli- Bobby Henderson, has become
gent design. Professor David an Internet phenomenon.
Butler of UCF's anthropology
Henderson, an Oregon State
department says he thinks "sci- University physics graduate,
ence should be open to new created the parody to mock the
ideas."
Kansas controversy. The idea
"I believe that our children depicts a giant spaghetti and
should be exposed to new con- meatball creature creating the
cepts and new views," Butler universe with a touch from "his
said.
noodly appendage." Spaghetti
Butler supports the idea of Monsterism also attributes natalternative theories being ural disasters
COJl!)equences
.introduced into classrooms as of a decline in pirates since the
long as ''there is evidence." The 1800s. ·
evidence that currently supHenderson wrote to the
ports the intelligent design the- · Kansas School Board, and
ory is that within the Bible. asked them to include his theoSupporters of intelligent design ry of origin. Henderson
indicate that the Bible is describes how there are multi"enough proof'' to support the ple written accounts of the
theory of creation and not evo- "spaghetti being" and mentions
lution.
"there are over 10 million [folMatt Thompson, a speech lowers]."
instructor in UCF's Nicholson
The Kansas School Board
School of Communication, says replied to Henderson's letter,
he thinks "fair justice [should thanking him for the letter's
be given] to all theories."
amusement.
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ATTENTION MAY GRADS
Congratulations. on your
upcoming gra.d uation
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Now here's what you need to do to
launch your career...

-I

• Immediately ~ Register in KnightLink

•

•

• Complete Registration ·at the CSEL location across from the Marketplace

..

•Access KnightLink .. Upload resume & profde

STRAIGHT TEETH. NO BRACES.

• January 3 1st - Attend the Spring Career Expo
•

(

•

l o :ooam · 3:00pm in the UCF Aren a

•By February - Apply for full-time employment

..
.A

Contact us about full-time employment

UCF

Phone: 40!.623.2361
E-mail csel-rec@rn:i:: ucf eciu .

CAHEEH SEHVICES &
EXPERIEN TIAL LEARNING
I\

www.csel.ucf.edu
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Division of Academic Affairs

Warm sun ••• cool care·e r
Become a Doctor of Chiropractic at the nation's fastestgrowing chiropractic college, Palmer College of Chiropractic
Florida.

*Now Available for Teens and more ~omplex Adult Cases!

·

Lach

Learn more about a career in ch i ropractic at Palmer Florida's
Prospective Student Event during Homecom.ing on Friday,
Jan. 27. Registration is $50 per person and includes breakfast,
lunch and a dinner social.
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You will have an opportunity to:
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-• Participate in interactive classroom sessions with faculty

"Central Florida's Most Experienced lnvisalign Provider"

. top

100
2005

Dr. David R. Lach, DDS, MS, PA
Specialist in Invisible Orthodontics
member ALIGN CENTURY CLUB

Recognized Nationally as one of the top JOO lnvisalign Orthodontic Specialists

Conveniently loca t e d next t o UCF on .Alafaya

I

•Talk with Admissions, Financial Aid and Student
Services reps
•Meet with current students. ·
Attend Palm er Florida Homecoming events at The Shores
Resort and Spa in Daytona Beach for no additional cost.
Contact us today to register.
4777 City Center Parkway
Port Orange, FL 32129
www.palmer.edu/pccf
(866) 585 -9677
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My roommate is feeling very
anxious and stressed about the
spring semester; I have noticed
she does not eat a lot. What are
the signs ofan eating disorder?
Each year, eating disorders
continue to be · on the rise
among college students. When
entering college, people experience many different feelings
and emotions.
Some may feel excited about
finally being able to start studying towards the career of their
choice ·and feel hopeful about
their future. Some look forward
to the feeling of independence
and freedom. Many are excited
a,bout meeting new people and

' developing new friendships.
Others may not experience
those same feelings and· may
not be ready to enter into such
an environment.
The thought of being independent can be very frightening. Some may feel uncertain
·about their future and fear
becoming an adult and taking
on new and extra responsibilities. Having to meet new people
and develqp new friendships
can also be frightening. College
can be a wonderful experience;
for sonie, it can be one of the
worst.
It talces time for people to
adjust to college life. Leaving
familiar surroundings like yoilr
home, families, friends and
your own bedroom may malce
some very uneasy. All of a sudden you enter: into a world full
of new responsibilities, and it
can be a very frightening, confusing and lonely time. Pressures build up with late night
study sessions, a full course
load, two jobs and new roommates.
The added responsibilities
of cooking for yourself, going
food shopping and doing laundry can be· extra stressors. On
top of all that, a student may
worry about being accepted by
their peers. All this stress can
add up, and therefore many college students turn to eating disorders as a way to cope.
When the pressures get too
much, some may turn to
anorexia as a way to block out

what is happening. If they
spend all their time focusing on
calories and their weight, they
don't have time to think about
anything else.
Other students may believe
that the only way they will be
accepted is if they are thin. If a
student is having trouble in
their courses and not making
good grades, they might also
develop anorexia. As they lose
the weight and the scale shows
the pounds going down, they
start to believe that they are
accomplishing something good.
These students want everything in their lives to be perfect.
Warning signs of anorexia:
• Deliberate self-starvation
with weightloss
• Fear of gaining weight
• Sensitivity to cold
• Refusal to eat .
• Denial of hunger
• Absent or irregular periods
• Loss of scalp hair
• Self-perception of being fat
,when the person is thin
Many students are not aware
that they have an eating disorder.
Young women with anorexia
usually stop having their menstrual periods. People with
anorexia have thinnillg hak on
their head and dry skin. They
may have a growth of fine hair
all over their body. They may
feel cold all the time and get
sick often.
Moods also change-for the
worst. People with eating disorders have diffiCl.llty concentrat-

ing. Food is constap.tly on their
minds. They are always hungry.
Feelfug hungry gives them a
sense of control over their lives
and their bodies. It makes them
feel like they are good at something: losing weight. People
with severe anorexia may be at
risk ofdeath from starvation.
n .e atment of anorexia can
be difficult because most do not
believe that anything is wrong
and refuse to seek help. Many
avoid telling anyone for fear of
being thrown out of school or
placed in a hospital or a mental
institution.
At the UCF Health Center,
we are here to provide students
with information regarding this
disorder. We can provide psychological, medical and nutritional counseling to each student.
The most important thing to
remember is to get help. Young
adults with anorexia need to
feel safe, secure and comfortable when discussing this illness with a health professional.
Young adults in the early
stages of anorexia (less t;han six
months or with a small amount
of weight loss) may be successfully treated without having to
go to the hospital.
For a treatment to be successful, one must really want to
change and must have family
and friends who are willing to
help them.
E-mail your questions to

FREE LEGAL SERVICES
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SENIORS, JUNIORS, AND
MASTERS STUDENTS
~'YJ WITH TWO TO THREE
SEMESTERS LEFT PRIOR
TO GRADUATION
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UCF ARMY ROTC
HAS A ONE-TIME ENROLLMENT OPPORTUNITY
TO CONDUCTA COMPRESSED TRAINING PROGRAM
TO COMMISSION YOU AS. AN .OFFICER INTO THE
ARMY, ARMY RESERVE, OR NATIONAL GUARD.
THIS PROGRAM IS TARGETED·
SPECIFICALLY TO STUDENTS THAT CAN GRADUATE BY
THE END OF SUMMER SEMESTER 2007.

NO PRIOR MILITARY EXPERIENCE JS REQll/RED.
·1.5 AND 2 YEAR SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE TO
ASSIST WITH THIS PROGRAM.
·UPON GRADUATION YOU WILL EARN A COMMISION
AS AN OFFICER, AND A MINOR IN MILITARY
SCIENCE IN ADDITION TO YOUR PRIMARY MAJOR.

YOU MUST ENROLL PRIOR TO ADD/DROP ON
13 JANUARY, 2006.
. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT,
MAJOR BRIAN FALLON, AT 407-823-5383,
CELL 407-415-7682 OR E-MAIL .
BFALLON@MAIL.UCF.EDU
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www.army.ucf.edu
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MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages at rentals
around UCF is quite common. Here are s steps to help secure your chance
of getting some or all of your deposit back and not being overcharged when
you move out:
·
../ READ THE LEASE!
o Look at your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect the
unit at the time of move-in. If there is a deadline for giving a list
of problems back to the landlord, make sure you get it back to the
landlord by the deadline.
../ . INSPECT EVERYTHING!
o The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet.
If.not, make your own list, stating existing problems within
each room of the unit. Be very specific - note everythiJ;1g major
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattress,
furniture, walls, blinds, countertops, EVERYTHING!

•

../ MAKE A COPY!
o Be sure to make a copy of the completed inspection sheet

BEFORE giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place
during the duration of your lease.
../ TAKE PICTURES!
o To further protect yourself from being charged for damages
existing when you move in; take photos of all common areas,
your room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems
with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the
lawn/landscape (ifyo'u are responsible for lawn upke~p). Take
more pictures when you move out. Print the photos with dates!
../ INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
o By taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing
damage when you move out. And you will be able to prove which
damages were there at the time you moved in, if the damages
claimed against your deposit are disputed.

www.stuleg·a l.sdes.ucf.edu

If you have any questions or problems with your lease, call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit Student Resource Center room 155 Monday- Friday 8am-5pm.
\Ve assist with selected areas oflaw, inlcuding landlord/tenant, consumer, criminal, traffic, & more. Qualified students can rccievc free consultation & representation.
Fwule<i by Activity & Savil'e Fee thmuyh the 8tudenl Clovemment Assoeiutio11

•

D2.C?2.6GRADUATEC'

·~EARCHFORUM
The

3rct

Annual Showcase of Diverse Stu·ctent Research

March 29, 2006
UCF Orlando Campus, Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom .: 9:00 am - 9:00 pm
Hosted by the UCF Division of ,G raduate Studies and the
Graduate Student Association, the Graduate Research Forum
will include poster displays and oral presentations of student
·research and creative projects. The forum is open to UCF
graduate students in all disciplines and the community is
welcome to attend.
-

•

The submission deadline is February 8, 2006.

•

Visit www~graduate.ucf.edu
or 407.823.2766 for details.

?()()h

UCF RESEARCH WEEK
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THE BEST NEW MINris IN ACTION

University of Cent~al Florida

Services

,,

Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required.for all motor
vehicles parked on campus. ·
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Call atow truck
· • Inflate tires
• Give directions

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. ·
Frjday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Online

~uh1_1lission of

Citation Appeals
.;:~
·
Required ~

How to get your parking permit
Order your parking·
permit online at
.www.parking.ucf.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

- ·- - Pay for your permit

.,

·

..

• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you. .
• Pay on line and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay·with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

".

Your permit must be ordered online! .
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
Safety Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at nigh~.
Call (407) "823-2424

.,

.

.,

"This game [against Ken~ucky] is going to give us a lot of
confidence going into Conference USA."

Women
continue
to lose in
abigway

Johnson,
Marshall
to keep
playing

- JOSH PEPPERS, UCF JU~IOR FORWARD

.

Streak reaches
five with C-USA
loss to Houston

2 UCF football ·
players to play in
senior bowl·games

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

,.

CHRIS HOYLtR

''\.

•

,.

In Texas, where people say
everything is bigger, the UCF
women's basketball team suffered another large loss, 64-50,
at the hands of the Houston
Cougars (4-8, 1-0 in Conference
USA) on Friday night.
The Golden Knights (2-11, 02 in C-USA) have now lost five
straight games, each by at least
10 points.
·
Much like in their previous
game versus Southern Miss, a
first-year player was the story.
Freshman guard Sha'Ratta
Hawkins recorded her first
career double-double with 24
points and 12 rebounds. Her
outing marked the thirdstraight game that a UH player
has hit for double digits in two
statistical categories.
The Knights began their first
· conference road game with a
hot shooting hand. The women
sunk four of their first seven
shots to take a 10-7 lead at the
14:21 mark of the first half. The
early advantage was helped by a
couple of baskets from senior
guard LaShay King, who led the
Knights with a career-high 15
points.
Less than three minutes
later, the Cougars stormed back
with three long-range baskets,
all from Hawkins, to go up 16-7.
The lead changed hands a
couple of more times, and, for a
large majority of the first half,
the game went .back and forth.
That is, until the final three
minutes.
With 3:07 remaining, junior
center Elizabeth Fieser drained
a 3-pointer to pull the Knights
within two at 28-26. That would
be the last basket for the
Knights in the hctlf. The
Cougars ende.d the first 20 minutes on a 10-2 run to go into the
locker room with a 38-28 margin. In those final three minutes, the Knights committed
four turnovers and missed their
only shot attempt. ·
·
The Cougars tallied . 14
;oints off of 12 first-half
turnovers from the Knights.
Hawkins led all scorers at the
intermission with 18 points.
While both teams started
slowly in the second half, the
Knights could never get much
of a rhythm. They missed their
first five shots of the half and
did not score until King connected on a trey at the 16:14
mark.
With 11:43 left, a free throw
by senior forward Shelby
Weber finished off a 3-point
play and kept the Knights within striking distance at 47-40. But
the Cougars never let their lead
shrink below seven.
A layup ·by sophomore forward Ryan Meyers helped the
Cougars' lead reach their pinnacle of 16 points at 62-46.
PLEASE SEE

TURNOVERS ON A4
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CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ARCHIVE

UCF senior guard Justin Rose 1s UCF's second le~ding _scorer with 11.8 points per game and the !eam's leading rebounder with 6.2 per game. The Golden Knights open th~ir Conference
USA season on Wednesday at the UCF Arena.Tip-off 1s scheduled for 7:30 p.m. and the game will mark UCF's first-ever men'.s basketball contest in Conference USA.

READY FORA

_SH START
Injuries cost
Knights Battle,
Bakanowsky the
rest of season

UCF kicks off
first-ever C-USA
season this week
ANDY VASQUEZ

ANDY VASQUEZ

Sports Editor

Sports Editor

After closing out
one of the toughest
stretches in the history of the program, things won't
get much easier for
the UCF men's basketball team as it
.readies for its first- · WEDNESDAY:
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ARCHIVE
ever season in ConUCF guard Justin Rose and the Knights will be facing much
ference USA this
stiffer competition in Conference USA than they saw in the
week. ' ·
7:3Up.m.,
Atlantic Sun last year. UCF opens its C-USA slate Wednesday.
UCF Arena
UCF (6-6) is set
to make its C-USA
defensive end. The Knights are hoping to
debut at 7:30 p.m. \Yednesday against Mar- .use some of the momentum that they gathshall (6-6) at the UCF Arena. It has been a ered in the loss to Kentucky and apply it to
rocky road for the Knights this season, who their conference schedule, which includes
won their first four games of the year but tougb games against UAB, Houston and
have lost four-of-six going into Wednes- Memphis.
.
day's game.
"We had been struggling with some
UCF last played on Jan. 3 against Ken- things," UCF Coach Kirk Speraw said foltucky, and, though they lost 59-57, the perPLEASE SEE MOMENTUM ON A4
formance was impressive, especially on the

vs. Marshall

Senior

center
Will
and junior guard
Mike Battle were both expected to be key contributors to the
UCF men's basketball team this
season. That won't be the case,
as injuries will keep both off the
hardwood until next season.
UCF Coach Kirk Speraw
announced Thursday that both
Bakanowsky and Battle will
redshirt this season due to
injury. UCF - which opens its
first-ever season in Conference
USA on Wednesday against
Marshall - has been without
both players for all 12 of its
games so far this season. .
Bakanowsky, UCF's starting
center last season, has been
held out of the lineup as a preB~owsky

PLEASE SEE

•

Cornerback the first
Golden Knight ever to
be named to team
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

It was a season of firsts for football at
UCF. This season was the Golden
Knights' first in Conference USA,
marked their first-ever divisional title,
and the Knights made their first appearance in a bowl Last week, freshman cornerback Joe Burnett added another first
to UCF's remarkable season.
The Football Writers Association of
America and Scripps announced its fifth-

annual Freshman All-America team, and
Burnett was among those to receive the
honor, becoming the first-ever Golden
Knight to do so.
As a comerback, Burnett's 0.38 interceptions per game were good enough
for second best in C-USA and 26th best
nationally. The freshman started 12of13
games and his five interceptions this
season was the second-best total in
UCF history.
But Burnett was also ·a valuable
. weapon for the Knights on special teams.
His 16.5 yards per punt return was the
best average in C-USA and No. 5 nationally. He returned punts for touchdowns
in UCF's final regular season game of the
year at Rice and in the Conference.USA
Championship game against Tulsa
The honor.was one of many that Bur-

nett has received since the end of the season. He was also named a Freshman AllAmerican by Collegefootballnews.c;om
aiiCl Rivals.com. Burnett ·w as named a
Freshman All-American by the Sporting
News as both a comerback and a punt
returner.
He was also the only freshman named
to the all-C-USA First Team, where he
was listed as a comerback and punt
returner. Burnett was also on the all-CUSA Freshman team as a comerback and
punt returner.
The FWAA team and coach are
selected by a committee of writers, lead
by FWAA vice-president Mike Griffith of
the Knoxville News Sentinel, which is a
member of the Scripps chain.
Both true freshmen and redshirt
freshmen are considered for the team.

With the way things are
going for Brandon Marshall
and Darcy Johnson, they'll
probably be headed to the
Bahamas in February and Cancun for Spring Break.
The UCF teammates have
been invited to play in two of
the senior All-Star games later
.this month, as Marshall will go
back to Hawaii, this time to
Maui, for the Hula Bowl on Jan.
21, while Johnson travels to the
Las Vegas All American Classic on Jan. 14.
The games, which are
designed for NFL scouts to
observe draft' prospects in a
practice and game environment, will give Marshall and
Johnson a chance to improve
their stock and demonstrate
their skills against some of the
nation's best seniors.
Marshall, who spent the
2004 season at safety because
. of defensive injuries, moved
back to wide receiver in 2005
with fantastic results. After
leading the team in tackles in
2004 (51 total), he led the team
in receptions (74), receiving
yards (1,195) and touchdowns
(11) in 2005.
Though he had seven
games with · 100 or more
receiving yards, Marshall
saved his best performance for
the biggest stage, catching
PLEASE SEE JOHNSON .ON

INJURIES ON A4

FWAA names Burnett a freshman All-American

..

.

A2

What to
look for in
-football
next season

will

UCF
lose only
five of its starters
CHRIS HOYLER
Staff Writer

Like the spiked eggnog they
knocked back following the .
Hawaii Bowl, UCF fans are
dying to rid themselves of the
taste of two straight losses to
end the 2005 football season.
The Knights kick off their
final season at the Citrus Bowl
in eight months, hosting Villanova, but fans shouldn't need
a program to identify the lineup that day against the Division
I-AA Wildcats. UCF loses just
five of their 22 starters, a Conference USA low that should
pay dividends in the non-conference schedule that includes
intriguing matchups with
Florida, · South Florida and
Pittsburgh.
Here's a verj early look at •
how the defending C-USA
Eastern Division Champions
shape up in 2006.

Bombs away

REBECCA BARNETT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Joe Burnett, above during the C-USA Championship
game, was a key part of the UCF offense and special
teams in his first year as a member of the Knights.

The signature play of the
2005 season will be quarterback Steven Moffett's game- ·
winning 1(.)-yard touchdown
pass with 1:25 remaining
against Rice. The receiver on
the play, Brandon Marshall,
will graduate, and although the
Knights will miss his size and
experience, the passing game
production should not suffer.
Mike Walker, who injured
his knee against Rice, returns
PLEASE SEE

HOPES ON A2
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STATE&
NATION
Sources say Texas'Vince Young
headed to professional ranks
AUSTIN, Texas - Vince
Young is headed to the NFL.
The quarterback who led
Texas to its first national
championship in 36 years
announced Sunday he would
make himself eligible for the
NFL draft.
"I thank God for the
opportunity to be in this position," Young said at a news
conference. "Hard work has
paid off a whole lot."
Young, who led the Longhorns to a 41-38 Rose Bowl
win over top-ranked Southern California on Wednesday,
could have returned to Texas
for his senior season and
would have been a favorite to
win the Reisman Trophy.
The versatile quarterback
accounted, . for 467 yards
against u~ - 200 running
and 267 passing - and ran 8
yards for the winning touchdown with 19 seconds left.
Young thanked many people, including his family and
coach Mack Brown, who
could not attend Sunday's
news conference. He specifically thanked Brown for
"helping me become a better
man"
In a statement, Brown said
he met with Young and his
family Sunday morning and
fully supports Young's decision.
"We love Vmce and appreciate all the great things he's
done for the University of
Texas on and off the field,"
Brown said. "We'll miss him,
but want him to do as well in
the NFL as he did in college."
·In his eight seasons at
Texas, Brown never before
has had a player leave early
forthe NFL.
Young ends his career at
Texas with a 30-2 record the best in school history.
His stellar performance in .
the Rose Bowl increased
speculation that he would
leave school early. and also
started a debate about
whether he would be the No.
1 pick in April's draft.
Young is Texas' all-time
leader in total offense (9,167
yards), career touchdowns
(81) and career rushing
touchdowns by a quarterback
(37).
This
season,
Young
became the only player in
NCAA history to pass for
3,000 yards (3,036) and rush
for 1,000 (1,050) in one season. His 4,086 total yards set a
school single-season record.
Young won the Davey
O'Brien Award for the
nation's best quarterback and
the Maxwell Award for the
top college football player,
but came in second behind
USC running back Reggie
Bush in the Reisman voting.
Though he's leaving a year
early, Young emphasized his
bond with Texas, saying, "I'll
forever be a Longhorn."

Marcus Vick kicked of VT football
team, headed for pro's

r

FOOTBALL: LOOKING AHEAD

Seniors Brandon Marshall and
Darcy Johnson may have played
their la.s t games at UCF, but both will
play in postseason senior bowls.

The Golden Knights will return all
but five of last year's starters as they
hope to improve on a surprising
eight-win 2005 season.

Freshman sensation cornerback Joe
Burnett became the first-ever Golden
Knight to be named a freshman AllAmerican by the FWAA.

Hopes bum bright for future
Johnson,'
Marshall
helped
UCFturn
it around

'0·6 team
could be
a better
•
version
FROM

Al

FROM

for his senior season to
reclaim his position as Moffett's favorite target. In leading the team in receptions
and yardage prior to the
injury, Walker established
himself as a premier route
runner who can use ·his 6foot-2 frame to body off
defenders and get open.
Walker will team with
returning reserves Rocky
Ross, Kenny Jackson, Sergio
Joachim and Willie Thornton.
The four 2005 reserves will
battle to fill the void left
behilld by Marshall. Ross is
the early favorite, coming off
a freshman season in which
he started the fmal two games
of the season in place of
Walker. At 6-feet-5, Joachim is
his closest challenger, especially if O'Leary wants the
size advantage that Marshall
presented.

Clock killers
Dominant. There is no better description for the UCF
running
game,
which,
REBECCA BARNETI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
through the emergence of
Receiver Brandon Marshall, above, will be sorely missed next season as he moves on after graduating, but UCF will return most its key players.
freshman Kevin Smith and a
young offensive line, set the
Defensive ends Paul Carrington Emeka Okammor have played will compete with whomever
pace for every UCF victory. ·
and Glenroy Watkins move on extensively and will move up O'Leary brings in. Pity the
The Knights lost the time
along with linebackers James the depth chart with ends freshman who misses his frrst
of possession battle just three
Cook and Ronnell Sandy and Kareem Reid and Clarence kick in front of a Citrus Bow~
times during the season. Not
defensive tackle Frisner Nelson. Howard, who filled backup crowd who quickly remembers
coincidentally, they lost those
However, freshmen linebackers roles in 2005.
how good Prater was from long
games to USF, Tulsa and
distance and on kickoffs. .
Jordan Richards and Cory
Nevada. In their eight wins,
Hogue return to the starting Two·words: freshman kicker
O'Leary and his staff are
the Knights held the ball for
lineup with backups Randy
Knight fans. may be scram- great with the "specials" so the
an average of 9:34 longer than
Dozier and Travis Barr battling bling for what will surely be an rest of the units should be
their opponents.
to start alongside them.
unlisted phone nllinber for · strong. Burnett is already one of
In addition to Smith, Jason
On the defensive line, end kicker Matt Prater, as he and fel- the nation's best punt returners,
Peters and Dontavius Wilcox
Chris Welsh and tackle Bryan low senior John Brown leave and O'Leary likes to experireturn ·for their senior sea- · Gabourel provide senior lead- the Knights without an experi- ment at kick returner, though
sons. O'Leary again has to
ership in 2006. Sophomore enced place kicker for 2006. 2005 return men Curtis Francis
fmd a way to get carries for
tackles Keith Shologan and Tulane transft':r Nick Beucher and Venson will be back.
the three· talented backs, but
_smart money says that Smith
will become the true number
one in an effort to establish
him as one of the nation's top
rushers.
Center Cedric GagneMarcoux caps off an amazing
career with UCF in 2006, as
the opener will be his 25th
straight start. Left guard Kyle
Smith and right tackle Josh
Sitton face their junior seasons with right guard L.J
Anderson and left tackle Pat
Brown returning as sophomores. Tight end Darcy Johnson graduates, but O'Leary
has started the recruiting
process to supplement the
return of Mike Merritt.

BLACKSBURG, Va. Marcus Vick apologized to
Virginia Tech on Saturday
and said his next stop will be
the NFL.
Not that he had many
options as far as football was
concerned after being tossed
off the Virginia Tech team a
day earlier.
The junior quarterback
dazzled on the field but carDefense wins championships
ried a long list of transgresYes, it is a football cliche
sions. His latest display and UCF fans should be
stomping on the leg of a fallaccustomed to seeing the
en opponent during the
offense light up the scoreGator Bowl - prompted an
board (30-plus points in
outpouring of letters to the
seven games), but lost in the
university and a plea from his
statistical performance is the
mother that her son not be
fact that the defense laid the
portrayed as a "monster."
foundation for many scoring
Vick, the brother of
·
Atlanta Falcons quarterback · drives.
'UCF found ways to create
Michael Vick, had said before
defensive mismatches in their
Monday's bowl victory over
favor late in the season,
Louisville that he needed to
despite a secondary full of
return to Virginia Tech for
freshmen.
Playmakers like
another year of development.
safety Jason Venson and corNow he plans to enter the
nerback Joe Burnett led the
NFL draft rather than fmish
Knights to · a + 12 turnover
his college career elsewhere.
margin, good for 12th in the
"I am very excited about
nation.
this opportunity and look forJohnell Neal was able to
ward to proving my athletic
ease into his starting role
ability at the professional
opposite Burnett with help
level," he said in a statement
from
safeties
Venson,
released through his lawyers.
Sha'reef Rashad and Augus"I believe I am ready for this
tus Ashley. The lone sophochallenge and the next chapmore who received major
ter of my life."
During the Gator Bo~l, . · playing time at safety was
Renford Parkes, who will batVick was shown on tape
tle with Rashad and Ashley to
stomping on the left calf of
start at free safety in 2006.
Louisville
All-American
·· The unit affected most by
s~or loss is the front seven.
PLEASE.SEE sTATE ON B4
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seven balls for 109 yards in .
the Conference USA Cham- ·
pionship game. He eclipsed ·
that and ended his career in
spectacular fashion, destroying the Nevada secondary for
210 yards on 11 receptions
and three touchdowns in the
Hawai'i Bowl, including
plays of 51, 29 and 27 yards.
Tight end Darcy Johnson .
may not have the flashy numbers of Marshall or other
senior tight ends, but he is
one of the most underrated
prospects in the nation.
Johnson will provide an
instant impact to the NFL
team that acquires him, his .
skill set being complete in •
comparison to many tight '
ends that excel at receiver '
but need to learn how to :
block.
Johnson is a tremendous
run blocker,- almost like a
sixth offensive lineman. His .
good footwork and upper
body strength helped create
big outside runs for running
backs Kevin Smith and Jason ·
· Peters. The UCF coaching ·
staff constantly praised him .
for his selflessness in sacrificing statistics for the good ·
of the team. ·
;
Johnson was a great pass:
catcher when called upon ·
and was the team leading
returning receiver from 2004.·
(30 receptions for 244 yards).
In 2005, he caught 36 balls ..
for 435.yards and two touchdowns. At 6-feet-5 and 255 • ·
pounds, Johnson has an NFL
ready body to go with his
downfield receiving skills
and strong blocking.
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JumL.o WinfJ'!I
Pick your Flavor from the Flavor Zone
,
6 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
. •••••• 3.89
10 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6.49
15 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) ••• : •••••••••• ••• •••••••• , ••• 8.99
20 (One or Two Flavors, 1 Ranch) ••••• •• • • ••••••••••••• 11.88
30 (One or Two Flavors, 2 Ranch) ........... ·• •••••••••• 17.99
50 (Up to Three Flavors, 3 Ranch) •• •• •••••.•••••••••••• 27.89
75 (Up 10 Three Flavors, 4 Ranch) , , ••••••• , •••••••••••• 87.99
100 (Up to Four Flavors, 5 Ranch) • • •••• • •••.• ~ .•• •••••• • 47.99
Add Celery ••••••••••••••••••••• • •• ; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .48
Extra lleu Cheese or Rench • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .89
Add Frlet to any Wing order ......................1: ...... 1.99

Bu.P.P<tlo WirtfJ Bc:rsket
10 Wings, Ranch and Wedge Fries ••• , •••• , •••••••••••••••••7.78

s&.99 ,

fresl, S<tl<tc.ls
Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast, Fried Chicken Breast QR Buffalo Shrimp
Pick your Flavor
Plain .QE1 any one of our 25 flavors
Pick your Or11SSlng
Blue Cheese, Ranch, Honey Mustard, Ute Italian

Cl,icken ffnfJers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor • Dipped or On Iha Side
3 (One Flavor) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3.99
5 (One Flavor) • • • • .. • • .. • • . • • • &.29
10 (One Flavor) • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • 11.99
20 (Up to Two Flavors) ••••••••••• ~1.99
50 (Up to Three Flavors • • • • • • • • • • 47 .99

Clitcl:en finfJel" R<1sl:et
10 Shrimp (One Flavor) •• • • • ••••• •••• 5.99
20 Shrimp (One or Two Flavors) •••••• • • 8.99
10 Shrimp and Wedge Fries • • • • • • • • • • 7.49

&

1/2 Po1.ll'1d Rut"f!el"s .

aarud with Wedge Fr111•
•substitutions m llable lo"n addltional tharge

s7 29

Pick vour Sandwioh
•
Grilled Chicken Breast
Fried Chicken Breast
ChlckAn Fingar Sandwich
1/2 Pound Burger
Pick vour flavor'
Plain QR any one of our 25 flavors
Cheese or No Chae11
Jumbo Site Your Fries for Additional $.99

Sicfos
Wedge Frlea •••••••••.•••••••Regular 1.89
• ••• . , •• ••• •••••. •••• ••. • •Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ; ••••••••• •• •• ••• R11gular 2.~9
••• • •••••••••••• •• •• ••• ••• Jumbo 4.49
Baer Battered Onion Rings •••••••••••• • •••••••••• •Regular 2.49
••••.••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Jumbo 4.49
Momrell1 Sticks (5) . .. ........ . ........ . . .. .... .. ... ..4.49
Fried Mushrooms • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••• •• 4.49
Ranch or Rieu Chene & Celery . • • • • • • . • . • . . • . . • . • . • • • • • • . .99
Garden Salad ••••••••• • ••••••••• • • •• • •• • • ••••• •••••• 4.49
Side Salad •• •••••• .•• . ••••••• : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 2.49

J(iih1: Menu
6 Wings & Wedge Fries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.49
3 Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.49

·

6 Fingers & W1dg11 Fries • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7.49

Ru.P.P<tlo S'1...im~$

Cliicken S<1ndwiclies,
C/;icl:en Fin::J&..- Scmdwic/,

So-Pt D..inl:s
12 oz. Cans . • . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . .99
2-1.ller • •.•••• • ••••••••••••••••• • ••••• 2.49

Dessel"'t
Brownies .... . ... .. .... ..... ....... . . .. 1.49
Cheesecake ••••• " .. • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.49

DELIVERY OR PICK-UP

•

20

•

WINGS
&

REGUlAR

FRIES
~~

s1oae
CHOOSE
ANY FLAVOR
Not Valid on Super Bowl
Sunday or with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires·o2-06-06.
FU1

I
I
I

•
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•
•

•

•

•

THE.UCF SHUTTLE PROVIDES STUDENT TRANSPORTATION ·
SERVICES BETWEEN 15 OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
RESIPENT COM.MUNITIES AND UCF, WITH
SELECTED STOPS IN RESEARCH PARK.

•

CAMPUS STOPS

ROUTES
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

Pegasus Landing ....................................................................... Student Union
Pegasus Pointe, College Station............................................... Millican Hall
Pegasus Connection, Arbour Apartments................................. Transit Center
Village at Alafaya Club, University House, Boardwalk.............. Millican Hall
Village at Science Drive, Knights Landing, HR......................... Health Center
Northgate Lakes, Tivoli............................................
HPA/Engr I &II
Collegiate Village Inn (CVI)....................................................... Transit Center
Riverwind at Alafaya Trail........................................................ HPA/Engr I & II
Research Park (IST/OTC/P-1/P-2/RP/BRA/HR).......................... Health Center
OL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

:Ride the Black and Gold on-c

"
I

I

The UCF Black and Gold Line provides·
transportation services for everyone to
travel throughout the "Campus. There is
no per-ride ~are. The service provides
safe, convenient, and timely travel to
the many destinations on our campus.

•

lay llergman ~Id
(Baseball Stadilipll

~Univers~
Central
of

Florida

...

'

•

ON-CAMPUS SHU1TLE
SCHEDULE OF
OPERAnON:

ON·CAMPUS SHU1TLE
SCHEDULE OF
OPERAnON:

Buses Operate
Cantinuously,
Monday • Friday
7 A.M.· 7 P.M.,

Buses Operate
Continuously,
Monday - Friday
7 A.M. • 7 P.M.,

(CLASS DAYS ONLY)

(CLASS DAYS ONLY) ·

fl

The operating hours are
Monday thru Friday 7A.M. until 7P.M.
These maps may be used for handy reference.

For more informati()R, jllease visit our website~

www.parking.ucf.edu/shuttle.html
or call us at

(407) 823-6767.

1

STATE&
NATION

Earn up ta

while you finish your Nursing Degree

FROM B2

looking for a financial boost to complete your
Bachelor's Degree in Nursing. let the Navy Nurse
Candidate Program help lead the way!

defensive end Elvis Dumervil
after a tackle. Vick claimed it
was an accident, but school officials said Saturday they thought
it looked intentional.
Vick, after contemplating his
conduct, said: "I deeply regret
that I allowed my competitive
emotions to take control" in the
Gator Bowl.
.
Vick was suspended from
school in 2004 because of several legal problems and came
under intense scrutiny again
because ofreplays ofhis actions
against DumerviL Vick claimed
it was accidental but hurt his
cause by claiming to have apologized to Dumervil, the NCAA
sacks leader. Dumervil said he
received no such apology.
·
Vick entered this season trying to win his team's trust and
knowing he would face hostility
from opposing fans, mostly
stemming from his drug arrest
and another conviction for ·
serving alcohol to underage
girls during the 2003 school
year.
He said he was ready for
anything but reacted to chants
of "Rapist!" and "Child mole~
ter!" at West Virginia on Oct. 1
by gesturillg obscenely toward
the crowd. He met with Virginia Tech coach Frank Beamer
afterward and apologized to the
team and to Mountaineers fans.

Eligibilitv Requirements
• US citizenship
• 18 to 40 years of age
• Cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher on a
4.0 scale ·
·
• Physically fit with NO major medical •
problems and be able to swim
• NO felony convictions
• NO pending civil actions or bad debt
• NO history or illicit drug use

When Selected

MATI POLLITI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

• Receive about $1000 amonth for up to
24 months during last two year5 of BSN program
• Receive a $10,000 sign-on bonus paid in
2 installments
• Naval Officer commission upon graduation.
• Full Navy Benefits as Navy Nurse include: . _
- Full medical/dental coverage
- 30 days paid vacation each
year
- Many other benefits
- Safe nurse/Patient ratios

· Forwards Adam Gill, left, and Lavell Payne, right, will have to play key roles in the frontcourt as injured Will Bakanowsky is out for the year.

Momentum on Knights' side
FROM

Al

lowing the loss to Kentucky.
"So hopefully we resolved a
few issues with our club
tonight. One of those things
was playing with intensity and
playing with better awareness
and focus."
Speraw is hoping that the
Knights have turned a comer
after the team had struggled to
find its identity and a team
leader through6ut much of the
early season.
Junior forward Josh Peppers has stepped into that oncourt leadership role as oflate,
as the Knights' leading scorer
in three of their last five
games, after struggling earlier
in the season.
According to Peppers the
Knights early-season struggles
can be traced to bad practice
habits.
"It goes back to a couple
weeks ago when we lost~ few
games," Peppers said. 'We felt
llke we weren't practicing
hard enough."
Peppers says that practice
has been better as of late, and

36 arrests made at Rose Bowl
during championship garne
PASADENA, Calif. - Police
arrested 36 people for misdemeanor offenses at the Rose
Bowl during the national championship game between Texas
and USC.
Wednesday night's game
drew 93,986 fans to the venerable stadium, where Texas beat
USC 41-38.
Thirty-two men and four
women were arrested for public intoxication, ticket scalping
and other crimes, Pasadena
police spokeswoman Ronnie
Nanning said Thursday.
"Considering the number of
people in attendance, the num- ,
ber of arrests was very manageable," police Cmdr. Chris Vicino said in a statement.

Rose Bowl. highest-rated game in
nearly 20 years with 27.1 rating
NEW YORK - Texas' lastminute victory over Southern
California in the Rose Bowl
drew the highest rating for a
college football game in 19
years.
ABC Sports' ·broadcast of
Texas' 41-38 victory Wednesday
night got a 21.7 rating, a 59 percent increase from the 13.7 for
USC's win over Oklahoma in
the Orange Bowl in last year's
Bowl Championship Series
national title game.
The Rose Bowl drew the
highest rating since the 25.1 for
Penn State's victory over Mianii
in the Fiesta Bowl on Jan. 2, 1987.
The rating is the percentage
watching a program among the
all television households, and
each point for over-the-air networks represents 1,096,000
homes. The share is the percentage tuned in among those homes
with TVs in use at the time.

the results were on display an overtime loss to No. 20
George Washington Universiagainst Kentucky.
"One thing that we will take ty on Saturday.
·
away [from the Kentucky
After Wednesday's game,
game] is the effort and intensi;- the Knights travel to Houston
ty level of the team," Peppers on Saturday to take on the
· said. "We did a lot of good Cougars, who appeared in last
things offensively and defen- year's NCAA Tournament.
sively, which is going to help Houston will also face the
us for the rest of the year. This Knights at the UCF Arena
game [against Kentucky] is later this season on Feb.15.
going to give us a lot of confiUTEP and UAB, both
dence going into Conference picked by the coaches to finish
ahead of UCF in the preseason
USA."
The Knights, which were poll, will pay visits to the UCF
projected to finish fifth in C- Arena this season, on Feb. 4
USA's preseason coaches poll, and March 4, respectively. The
·will need to be at their best in ·Knights will also face their
C-USA in order to stay com- toughest challenge of the coripetitive. The Knights' new ference season at No. 4 Memconference will be much phis on Jan. 28.
tougher than the Atlantic Sun,
So what should UCF fans
which UCF dominated in the expe~t attending these games?
A much tougher schedule and
program's last three years.
UCF should be cautious in better basketball than they
its season-opener against saw last year when the
seemingly mediocre Marshall Knights were in the A-Sun.
on Wednesday. The Thunder- Conference USA may have
ing Herd has had some bad lost a lot of talented teams to
losses on their schedule to the Big East this year, but the
Appalachian State and East conference is still among the
Tennessee, but they showed best basketball leagues in the
how dangerous they can be in nation

Injuries could hurt inside play
FROM

Al

caution after suffering ~ulti
ple concussions. He started 26
games last season, averaging
6.4 points and 4.3 rebounds
per outing. Bakanowsky's
most impressive performance
of the year came against Connecticut in the first round of
the NCAA Tournament. The

6-foot-9 center had 15 points
and seven rebounds in the loss
to the Huskies, but he has not
seen action since.
Battle, a transfer from Paris
Junior College in Texas; was
expected to share time with
guards Mike O'Donnell and
Dave Noel in the backcourt,
but a stress fracture ofthe tibia
has kept the junior from seeing

Far Mare Information Call:

NAVY
.
1-800-342-8123
OFFICER PROGRAMS

I

Rough Weekend?
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
.
Conduct?· _Fake ID?
Disorderly
. . .?
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking.:
YOU HAVE OPTIONS ...
I CAN HELP

•

•

.,

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

the court. Last year, Battle
averaged 9.5 points-per game
and helped lead P¥is to the
Nati~nal Junior College Athletic Association Division I
title.
The Knights open up their
first-ever season in Conference USA ·on Wednesday at
the UCF Arena. Tip off is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

••

Turnovers in abundance hurt Knights
F~OM

UCLA's Drew decides to forego
senior season, enter draft
LOS ANGELES - UCLA
tailback and kick returner Maurice Drew will pass up his senior
season to enter the NFL draft.
Drew, selected to the AllAmerica first team as an allpurpose player, led UCLA in
rushing the past three years. He
ran for 914 yards and 13 touchdowns this season to .help the .
Bruins to a 10-2 record and No.
16 ranking in The Associated
Press poll.
Drew said his decision to
tirrn pro was to honor the wish
of his late grandfather, who had
· a heart attack in the stands at
the Rose Bowl during a UCLA
game on Sept. 10 and died
shortly afterward.
"That was something he and
I had talked about earlier. I wasn't worried about it, wanted to
make sure this season went
well," Drew said Saturday during a conference call. "My
grandmother told me after the
USC game (Dec. 3) that he had
told her that he wanted me to
go to the NFL.
"I'd do anything he wanted."
Drew lived with his grandparents, Maurice and Christina
Jones, in Pinole, Calif., near San
Francisco, for much of his
youth. His grandfather was 69
when he died.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

$34,DDD
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On the stat sheet, the
Cougars did not dominate
the game. Both teams shot
below 40 percent, and the
Knights held the advantage
on rebounds (39-38). Yet, on
what feels like a nightly
occurrence for the Knights
this year, turnovers stood
out like a black eye.
The Cougars outscored
the Knights 22-6 in points
off turnovers. With 22 ·
turnovers on the night, it
was the fifth game this
season in which the
Knights have turned the
ball over at least 20 times.
The Knights average just
15 points and 12 rebounds. She 15 minutes. '
below 19 turnovers per
The Knights were schedalso had six assists.
game. To the contrary, the
Junior forward Francine uled to face the Rice Owls on
Cougars only had eight
Houston, who came into the Sunday in Houston, but the
turnovers, their lowest
contest leading the Knights results were not available
total since 2000.
with 16 points per game, had before press time.
Along with Hawkins, ' her worst offensive game of the
A full recap of Sunday's
three {::ougars scored in
year. She ended with just three game will be available in Thursdouble figures. Freshman
points on one-of-six shooting in day's issue of the Future.
guard Nakazi Glover came
off the bench to contribute
11 points and seven
rebounds.. Meyers scored
ten points. Sophomore forward Tye Jackson dished
out 11 assists, which
matched the Knights' entire
• Phat Pyrex Pipes •"Detoxify" Oeaners • Hand Blown Glass
output.
• WoOd Pi_pes
• Sales
• Cet11mks/Acrylics
King was the obvious
star of the game for the
•Metal Pipes
·Hookahs
··tncense/PiCe Cleaner
Knights. She led the team in
• Shedodcs/Bubblers. •Home Brewing Kits ·Body Jewe ry
almost every major categoMl~~~~~~~
ry and posted her first
career double-double with

~~(HJ}Wili~
-~~

f

Attend 15 home sporting events during the Fall and

Spring Semester for your chance to win a trip for 2,
all expenses paid, to one of these destinations. Log
onto www.UCFAthletics.com for mQre information
and to get schedules for all UCF sports!!!
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·Movie
of
meaning
·lacks caricatures

PATIE:NCE: CLAk'K, ONLY
2 MIN'S TO GO, THE:N
HE:'5 ALL YOIJk'5.

'.

•

•

"

rokeback Mountain is
destined to become more
than an award-winning
film. The movie, which is
already being touted as the
.front-runner for Best Picture at
· ·the Oscars, provides the clearest
. litmus test yet in determining
·how accepting society-at-large
. '. is of true.homosexuality.
' The word "true" is empha. . sized to distinguish the sincerity
• and honesty that the movie
strives for from the homo-lite
(Will and Grace, Queer Eye for
the Straight Guy) currently out
there.
Much has been made of the
' progress in accepting gay culture, but this is a fallacy, primarily perpetrated-by those who
wish to feel better about their
own level of tolerance. ·
Most of the images of gay life
in the media are disturbingly
whitewashed and sanitized for
the masses. Gay men are sho~
as vibrant, fun, well-dressed
fruits who can liven up any
party with their swishy behaviors and sassy attitudes.
Gay women are, for the most
part, ignored. Hollywood - ·
never ah organization to shy
away from stereotyping - has
yet to find a niche (one both
funny and inoffensive) to
pigeonhole lesbian characters.
Gay men have .b ecome the
modem equivalent of court
jesters. They are paraded
around for our amusement as
secondary characters, dispensing zippy one-liners and wow_ing us with their astonishingly

"'

shallow ·c oncerns of disposable
ance; it's offensive.
Which is why Brokeback
interests - fashion, trends, pop
Mountain is destined for significulture.
cance. The quality of the movie
The aforementioned keyand the acclaim that it has
stones of gay television, Will
and Grace and Queer Eye for the
received ensures that the movie
cannot be ignored.
Straight Guy, are the biggest
Were it just an average film
offenders in this regard.
. or a box-office flop, there would
Jack, the flamboyantly gay
be no issue. But people will be .
and most popular character on
drawn to see it as a great film,
Will and Grace, comes straight
and the homosexual aspect
out of the "Unfortunate Stereotypes" textbook. He provides all must be not only accepted, but
the outlandish gay behavior that also appreciated as essential to
straight America wants to see,
the success of the film.
yet his character is curiously
The homosexual relationship
restrained in the up front
between the lead characters
aspects of sexuality.
(played by Jake Gyllenhaal and
Heath Ledger) is both a small
This policy extends to the
show's namesake, as Will's sex
part of the movie and the crux
life has been famously swept
of the story.
unqer the rug and mostly
The movie doesn't feature
large amounts of on-screen sex,
unseen during the sliow's eight
seasons.
but t4e romantic relationship Needless to say, highly sucthe honest feelings of love and
passion between two men cessful prime-time shows feadrives the movie; and that could
turing straight characters don't
operate this way.
prove disturbing to many peoBut that's nothing eompared
ple.
to Queer Eye for the Straight
Are we ready to move past
the jokes, the lisps and the attiGuy, which provides five "fabulous" gay men to save woebe:tude? These two characters
gone straight men from their
embody the struggle to seek ,
own non-gay - and therefore,
happiness that all of us experifaultyence.
Let's lrope the movie will
fashion/grooming/social behaviors. Trotting out minority
encourage more of us to see
groups solely to provide
homosexuals as people instead
answers and guidance (see: The of caricatures.
Acceptance of a lifestyle
"magical negro" idealogue typified by Song of the South, The '
involves acknowledging the particular loves, fears and concerns,
Green Mile and The Legend of
Bagger Vance) for members of
not just the fun aspects that feathe majority who have lost their ture none of the intimacy of
way is not progress.or acceptthose involved.
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READER VIEWS
Congressional changes may
necessitate loan refinancing

school consolidation for FFEL borrowers,
those having loans held by lenders other than
the U.S. Department of Education's Direct
Loan program, and in-school deferment staf:US
presently guarantees the lowest consolidation
interest rate. January is the time to make this
financially prudent move. Once tJ:ie legislators
return to Washington in February, this short
window of opportunity could be permanently ·
eliminated and students who failed to take this
action will be stuck with repaying possibly
thousands of dollars that they otherwise
would not be account'able for.
The gift of cash in the pocket is certainly
worth the time and effort. It's likewise prudent
to put your finger on the dial pad to make a
phone call or two. ·

Immediately is not too soon for even inschool students to protect against the vicious
anti-competitive and anti-student legislation
passed by both houses of Congress during
Christmas week and the highly unfavorable to
students bill that is likely to be signed into law
by the president in early February.
This legislation, as it currently reads, will
prevent students from locking-in the current
in-school/in-deferment rate of 4.7 percent by
consolidating their loans, and would further
curtail most students who have ever consolidated, from shopping around for a lower rate,
no matter how long their loan term or what
other lender offers them.better terms.
.- C.VICTORIA PATRICK
There is, however, just time enough to
COLLEGIATEFUNDINGCONSULTANTTOPARENTS ANDSTUDENTS
make hay while the sun shines.
Students with Direct LOans may lock-in the
current rate of 4.7 percent by simply contactUCF advertising during
ing the U.S. Department of Education, requesting and completing an in-school consolidation bowl game nothing but a joke
application; however, students whose loans are · I have never been so proud in my four
held by lenders such as Sallie Mae or Citibank years at UCF as I was watching the Knights
must initially request repayment status (from · play Nevada in the football bowl game. We
really showed the nation that our team is going
their own,lender) and once that's granted,
to
be a constant presence from here on out.
immediately request in-school deferment staAt the same time, I have also never been so
tus before consolidating to get the fixed 4.7
embarrassed
During the second quarter, a TV
percent interest rate.
According to the Department of Education,
PLEASE SEE READER ON B6
repayment status is a requirement for in-

Alito hearings
serious business MAN ON THE STREET
T
The Futureencourages comments from readers. Letterstothe editor should not exceed 300 words and must incklde
full name and phone number.We mayedit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax themto407·447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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he.circus is in town, and
His record, however, does
"' _
while Ringling Brothers
appear to make a few things
•
sets up its tents in Central clear, one of them being his
~ lilorida, a much larger and influexpansionist position on presidential power.
. --ettial three-ring was to begin
. : today in Washington, D.C. .
After the revelation that Pres·~ Come one, come all. A specta- · ident George W. Bush has been
' Cle sure to affect every man,
wiretapping citizens without
woman and child in this country. warrants for the past fotir years,
' That's right: It's time for the sen- the fact that Alito has stated in
E1-te confirmation hearings of
documents his belief that offi- ·
.,.Samuel Alito.
cials who order wiretaps without
·- • A lot has been said about
warrants should be immune
Alito in the past few months
from prosecution is unsettling.
· since he moved into the political
In 1970, then-Attorney General John Mitchell gave the FBI
spotlight following Harriet
- Miers' ill-fated nomination to the permission to wiretap a group of
Supreme Court.
Vietnam protesters without the
Profiles, editorials and sound
approval of a judge.
• bytes have zoomed across the
Two years later,.a jury cleared
· Internet and landed on front
the protesters, and about the
same time but in an entirely difporches, dissecting every move
Alito's made in his long career as ferent case, the Supreme Court
a jurist and interpreting each
ruled that the government placement of domestic wiretaps with. decision six ways to Sunday.
Readers are told that Alito is a out warrants is unconstitutional
· · saintly man with an abiding
- even in cases of national secu. . respect for the law and no per~ty.
~ sonal opinions on anything and
In 1982, in yet another case,
that he is a right-wing extremist
the court found that top presiwho will overturn Roe v. Wade
dential aides can be liable.
· In 1984, President Ronald
before breakfast and eliminate
: our civil liberties before lunch..
Reagan had to decide whether to
The fact is that America is a
side with Mitchell, who was ·
: country lacking in psychic punbeing sued by a man who had
dits. No one can know exactly
talked with one of the protesters,
in his argument that top execu: • where Alito stands on the relevant political and social issues of tive officials can't be sued in civil
· the day except Alito.
court even when their actions

are unconstitutional.
Alito, who was working in the
Justice Department at the time,
wrote a memo supporting
Mitchell's stance that the law
simply doesn't apply to top aides.
The actions.of the Bush
administration suggest that it. has
a dangerous and inflated view of
its·own power, and, as we all
learned in history class, the
Supr~me Court is the most
.
important check on that type of
excess.
Some of Alito's rulings, however, reflect a disturbing trend
toward giving the president even
more power.
He has argued that the courts
interpreting statutes should consider the intent of the president
in signing the law to be as
important as Congress's intent in
writing and passing the law. This
suggests an imperialist view of
presidential power.
In fact, the one thing legal
scholars do seem to agree on
about Alito and his lengthy
record is his marked preference
for governmental authority, most
especially presidential power,
and a restrictive view of individual rights.
The Senate needs to examine
thes~ issues before offering Alito
on the Supreme Court bench
and possibly tilting the precious
balance of the whole affair.
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'What was the best thing
·about winter break?'

MELISSA MAZZO

JONATHAN LORENZ

DANIEL HULTZMAN

Psychology

Aerospace engineering

Undeclared

"Getting to sleep in and not do
homework."

"My dogs because they arethe only
thing I miss at home."

"Hanging out with old friends."

LEE COHEN

STEVEN FIGARI

ALEX HOLLANDER

· Finance

Business management

Athletic training

"Seeing friends from high school."

"Celebrating New Year's and hanging
with all my friends."

"Sleeping in." .

The Ce11tral f1brida Future is a free independent campus n""'P'P"' sening the llnilt!l'Sity of Genlr.ll florida. Opinions in the Future are thooe of the individual oolumnisl and not necessarily those
ofthe editoriol Slaff or the Uoht!l'Sity Administration. All content is property of the Ce11/ral Florida Future and maynot be reprinted in pan or in whole wilhout permission from the publisher.
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BRYCE ROBINSON

ERIC VINCENT

BEN SEIDEN

Advertising/public relations

Athletic training

Marketing

"My trip to Hawaii with the football
team for the bowl game{'

"My NewYear's party."

"Thelack of doing any type of work."

READERVIEWS
FROM

BS

commercial aired promoting UCF. It highlighted
our accomplishments, our campus and what our
sehool has to offer.
It also looked as if my 14-year-old sister created it on her computer, using my parents' old
camcorder. This was one of the biggest opportunities our school has ever had to reach out to ·
those who might not have heard ofUCF and to .
encourage them to check out our campus.
If I had been a prospective student watching
that commercial. I would have laughed.
Not only was it outdated and poorly produced,

it was then followed by a commercial for Nevada
that made UCF look like a community college.
With all the money our university spends on
athletics, new buildings and maintaining our
beautiful campus, couldn't it have spent a little
more to create a professional and current commercial?
I am an RTV student and I am fully aware of
the capabilities of some of our own students, and
we could have created something better.
Ifthe administration really wants the rest of the
nation to take us seriously, it could Start with better advertising:

Free Extra Prep
in January

- TARA O'KEEFFE

For the love of sweet, fancy Pete,
someone find my beloved Jeep
We live in a city and a world
that is unforgiving.
There isn't much we can live ·
. for in this world if we can't trust
each other as human beings.
. We're supposed to love and
respect each other as people.
The defining word is "people:'
But obviously, the world of
trust breaks down at some
point When it breaks down, we
stop and realize that certain ·
people can kiss our cake-holes.
My Jeep was stolen Friday
night
The only object in the world
that I have ever loved now
belongs to another person
because of an ignorant way of
· life that isn't accepted by com- ·
mon society.
I once wrote that the only
things in my life that have ·
meaning are my automobiles. I
lost my old Bronco when it was
dead and towed. It was basically
pried from my cold, dead hands. I swore, ifl ever faced a
similar situation, I would kill
until I had my way.
My Bronco's name was 'Lil
Hoss. I had the chance to say
goodbye to Hoss. I never had ·
· the chance to say goodbye to
the only possession I've ever
truly owned. My Jeep's name
was the Mighty Kong. Well.
Kong is missing. She's missing
and borderline declared dead.
Ifyou've ever had a car
stolen, then you might know
how it feels. When I told my
mom what happened, I couldn't
use the word I wanted to. I told
my mom I felt violated. I told
her I felt abused. I know I .
sound like the biggest drama
queen dn earth, but I feel as if
someone kidnapped my child
- not that I have one, or six for
that matter.
Someone is driving around
in my black and gold love
machine. Someone is sitting in
my driver's seat and abusing
the machine that I poured my
pride into. I worked my tail off
to afford this car, and now
someone else is defiling her.
Someone else is touching the
steering wheel that belonged
only tome.
I'm destroyed.
I have no faith in humanity
at this point
The worst part is that all I
can do is sit back and wait for

throw me into heavy traffic or
something, but don't mess with
my Kong.
People have tried to help and
offer me sympathy. They tell me
that at least I'll get a new car out
of it; or the best-case scenario
would be that someone just took
it on a little joyride. Maybe
MOUTHING OFF · someone really needed a latenight slice ofpizza and was in
ASHLEY BURNS
the mood for a nice Jeep ride. Or
Managing Editor
maybe someone needed a late. night ''let's torch this almost
something - or nothing at all
brand-new Wrangler because
- to happen. My Jeep could
daddy refused to hug me" fix.
pop up tomorrow, or I could
Basically, what I _know is that
never see it again. It could be
at some point I could possibly.
returned with a full tank of gas
get a Jeep back that will at least
and a nice note explaining that
have a sliced up window. I could
some guy's wife was giving ·
also never see it again. It's sort of
birth and he needed my car, or
. like waiting for a pizza to be
all I could get back might be a
delivered, only instead of a pizza
mufiler and some strands of
it's the most expensive thing outfake, plastic grass from my
side of a house any of us will
dancing hula girl's skirt
ever own.
The waiting is what blows
lii themeantime, I need dismore than anything.
tractions. I'm taking up tennis
Back to the hula girl for a
and I'm going to try to play some
second. It took some patience
more golf. I might look into
and deep thought when I
origami or macrame while I turn
picked out my hula girl When I
my MySpace profile into a .
filled out my police report, I
creepy John Walsh "Burnsy's
made sure th~ lady at the police . Most W'anted" shrine dedicated
department made it clear how
to my Kong.
important that hula girl is to
Or I could erupt into a fit of
me. I pray for the man who
fiery vigilante rage and pillage
stole my car and defiled my
half of Orlando until I find my
hula girl
hula girl
Here's my favorite part: The
It could go either way.
lady at OPD told me that, no
matter what, if I saw my Jeep
Ashley Burns can be reached at
with someone else driving it, I
editor@UCFnews.com
should not take matters into my
own hands. How could anyone
expect a person not to go completely ballistic on another person for committing grand theft
auto?
What could possibly stop
me from checking the versatility of my tire iron all over some
clown's face if I find him driving my Jeep around like nothing
is wrong? How can someone be
expected to stand idly by while
another man waltzes around in
a stolen car? It's not like the guy
is sporting another man's wife
or anything, but it's pretty~
close.
I'm not exactly a prime candidate for vigilante of the year.
I'm a peaceful person when it ·
comes down to it But messing
with my car is like digging your
own·6-foot ditch. Seriously,

.MCAT

Do'uble your prep for FREE-up to a $1,549 value!..
· kaptest.com/mcatoffer·
FREE Quiz Bank-a $199 value! ..
ka ptest.C:om /gm at

GRE

FREE subject test on line course-up a to $499 valuer
kaptest.com/gre

LSAT.

Two FREE hours of private tutoring-a $200 valuer
kaptest.com/lsat

Enroll in.a Kaplan course before January 31st
to take advantage of these special offers.

1-800-KAP-TEST

kaptest.com

Higher test score
guaranteed or .
your money b~ck:

ii)

Beer Goggles?
JI

Al01ost
50%
What percentage
of pregnancies are
unplanned?

CALL FOR ENTRIES

r~~ioNS OF THE
NEW AMERICA EXHIBITION
I

WOMEN - Betwee~ the Ages of 18 and 44?

April 4 - 28, 2.006
UCF tibr
2 .n d Floor

If you drink alcohol, even in small al?J-ounts, you may be
eligible to participate in an important research study.
1

• Eligible participants will receive $40 .·
• Participation, entirely by mail, involves .
two 15-mitiute surveys
The New America Exhibition is open to all current UCF
Students. A r t work will be judged on creative inte rpretation of the New Ameri ca theme as· well as technical merit. The exhibition is op e n 'to traditional and
non-traditional media including painting, drawing,
prints, photography, digital art, ceramics, sculpture
and book arts. Scholarship funds will be awarded

to the winners.

For Entry Application go to:
www.art~ucf.edu/submissions
;

All calls are confit/-ential
'~

NSU
.

~~

NOVA
SOUIHEASTERN
UNIVERSIT Y

™ c.lo.\~~

For more information call toll free
(866)-389-8652
Email: phc@nsu.nova.edu

(
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ROCK STAR LUXURY > tNDfVlDUAL LEASES & ROOMMATE MATCHING
> CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FAA FROM THE DORMS.
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First. we asked students everywhere What they wanted

In an apartment, then we gave it to them:

Aftordaole luxury amenities
designed ~round actuat student life.
A place U1at's conducive to studying, with buill-i~ social life,
and a double dose of Hve-on-your-own,

makeayour-own- choicf.:s,
oil-campus FREEDOM!
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12024 Royal Wulff Lane
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone: (407} 277-4007

12100 Renaissance Court
Orlando, FL 32826
Phone: (407) 273-5151

-=:::::;:

TrOCF~NE"
nationwide prepaid wireless
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Ifyou're planning a career in medicine, consider the field of podiatry. You could
manage your own podiatric practice; work in a hospital or clinic, or attend to an
athletic team. As a podiatric physician, you diagnose, treat, and prevent
disorders and injuries to the foot and ankle.
One of only two podiatry programs in the nation affiliated with a comprehensive
university, Barry University's program in podiatric medicine offers you extensive
research facilities, distinguished hospital and medical center affiliations, and
excellent opportunities for i;-esidency programs and externships across
the United States.
As a student at Barry University, you join a caring, Catholic community

•

on a graceful, green campus in Miami Shores, Florida.
Find out if Barry is where you belong.
Visit us at WW\v.bmy.edu/podiatt)'.:.

BAl{l{Y
.

UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCE$
11 300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130, or 800-756-6000, ext 3130
E-mail: mweiner@mail.barry.edu

www.barry.edu/podiatry

:· ~
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What else do you need?®
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CLASSIFICATIONS
350
375
400
500

050 Legals
100 Help Wanted: General

125 HelpWanted:ParHime
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 ForSale:General
325 For Sale: Automotive

525
550
600

700
800

900
999

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

For Sale: Homes
For Sale: Pets
Services
Events
Events: Greek life
Events: UCF
Travel
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost & Found

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

LADIES 18-22 YRS OLD
Need$$? Call 407-963-6479
$500.00 plus/week as actress
Servers wanted for fine Italian restaurant.
Must have experience, good people
skills. Call Susan at (407) 365-4774
WANTED Female College student to
tutor 11yr old female 5th Grader in Math
in my home. (407) 435-1753 $10/hr

Immediate Openings
$8.50 to $9.50 TO START
Reliable transportation/local
phone, part-time. Call RGIS
Inventory Specialists: 407-896-5406
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
EXPERIENCED GAMERS WANTED!
If you play PlayStation 2 .
text-capable games llke: 1
-SOCOM: US Navy SEALS 1 & 11
-Final Fantasy-XI
-Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 3 & 4
-Everquest Online
WE WANT YOU! Call •s today at
407-622-7774
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

Kid's N ite Out

In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

OFFICE ASSISTANT WANTED
Need PT help for combination of
secretarial and light housework for a
small home-based office near UCF.'
$10/hr.
Call 203-526-1882
VALET PARKING ATTENDANT
FT/PT weekdays. Must Drive Stick,
Professional Appearance. Hourly +
tips. Immediate Openings. Call Steve
407-303-8025, leave message.
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.
DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED Tues &
Fri. Flex hrs, 12-7pm. KITCHEN
ASSISTANTS NEEDED Mon 5pm-2am,
Thur 2pm-7pm. "Great Pay" No Exp.
Necessary. The Healthy Chef, Inc.
407-339-2433
Veterinary Assistant & Receptionist
Needed in East Orlando area.
Experience preferred for veterinary
assistant only. Please Contact Isabel
407-447-9444 or fax resume to·
407-447-5998
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

Now hiring chHdcare professionals..
who love children and need flexible hours.
Please·call 407-828-0920 ext 0
to schedule an interview.

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

Advertising Sales
HELP WANTED

Cheerleading instructors to
teach children PIT even., great pay,
must be reliable, & have car, Email
resume to info@allamericanyouth.org
or fax to 813-964-8806.

Growing Company! Expanding to new territories!
Advertisin!YMedia Sales

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.

Will provide train~ng and qualified leads for the right person
Experience preferred. Bi-lingual a plus.

Poker Tournament Director needed.
Must be able to work 4-5 nights per week
from 6-11pm. Able to travel locally,
manage, carry and set up equipment.
$10-12/hr plus tips. 407-415-2559 or
allinpokerseries@hotmail.com

E-mail your resume and references: Laura@ExchangeYourCard.com
Locally owned and operated. Contact us only if you have a can-do attitude.
The Business Card Exchange
CaJI for an interview 407-671-0023

Looking for 10 to 1S aggressive sales
· -----·
reps to market the
......

'

AD RATES

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

5 p.m. Tues. for Thu'rs. issue
PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

·.INVENTORY TAKERS

Opening Soon - "BEAT THE BOX"
Video gaming cafe seeks athletic female
waitress. Call 407-808-5718 or
e-mail frans@beattl)ebox.com to apply.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

TElEPHONE
INTERVIEWER

..

~~

~~

All shifts avail. $10 to $22/hr.
Call Nicoleat727-271-2703 or407-927-1691.

•Taste Tests
·Mock juries
•Focus Groups
•Political polling

Hours 5 PM-9 PM, Sun-Thurs
Must be available most nights.
This part time position could
lead to full time in May for
the right person.
$7.75 & up depending on
experience
and availability

Cybis is an emerging audiovisual staging & creative media company.
Join us as a Media Productions Designer or as a Live Production Expert
at our nationwide events-[Tech. Director, Camera. Audio, Lighting, etc.}

Call Dee

VISIT WWW.THINKCYBIS.COM/ JOIN-US

UCF Alumnus has gone In business
for himself! 23 People needed to lose
weight and earn extra income!
I lost 32 lbs. and earned $1,600 In 6
weeks! Call for FREE SAMPLE &
company presentation.
Call 1-800-371-7154
Go to www.newshape411.com

ss

S16
SlO

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Wil~ter Springs
• Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Enjoy Photography? Inter-State
Studio & Publishing Company is
currently interviewing for
elementary and middle school
photographers. This is a seasonal
position that coincides with the
school year. (Holidays and
summers off) Must have reliable
transportation 6am-4pm.
We provide all equipment and
training... you provide enthusiasm
& smiles. Call for more info
407-384-8674
www.inter-state.com

children PIT evenings, great pay,
must be very reliable, & have own car
Email resume to
lnfo@allamerlcanyouth.org or fax to
813-964-8806

Summer Jobs

HELPWANTED

SS
s3

Do you Enjoy Working w Kids?

Dance instructors to teach

Qualified Maintenance Person Needed
for Condo. 3 days per week, 8-5 pm.
Great working conditions!
Call 407-273-5938

STUDENT

ss

WANTED: Worker for church nursery. If
you enjoy working with children age 3
and under and are looking for a flexible,
part-time job for the New Year that pays
well, please contact Jennifer Crone, the ·
Nursery Coordinator at St. Luke's
Cathedral in downtown Orlando. Email:
stlukesnursery@hotmaii.com or phone
{407) 849-0680, ext. 216

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

..

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 30 and
leaves Wednesday, August 2.
Call

407-295-0080

I)

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com
for more information

Restaurant

• $2100
·Co-Ed Camp
• Seven.Weeks
• Room and Board Included

..

-~

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate restaurateurs· at our Downtown Disney® locations!·

Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male and female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 and up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 5- July 22. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 215 or
352-669-9443 ext. 215.

")

S)

All locations are currently interviewing
for the following positions:

SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS
Apply in person daily. 2pm - 4pm:
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney l-4, exit 68

,,

We conduct

NO SALES EVER

Join-us

Lose Weight & Earn Money!

Yll'st isSue:
Each addl issue:

LOCAL

Expecting to work in your majof./ ,
field when you graduate?
1)

Start now!

Get the experience

you need in 11 co-op or internship
·opportunity.

fj

.. ;~

I -

'

407-671-7143

·~

EARN

UPTO
$170/MO.

donating
plasma regularly

+Earn a competitive salary
+Gain major-related work experience

'

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

SPECIAl
~10 OfffR
··-························

+Apply classroom theory at real world
work sites

lfll I llllllllf
1111tY.llVll\1111111
DCitfliologicals
Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

+ Gain pe:1'Sonal and professional skills

S:J

+ Work Oexible hours

+ Increase prospects for higher salaries and
employment upon graduation

Career Services & Experiential Learning
Howard Phillips Hall• Suite 208

( 407) 823-2667
t.''<IYEHSITY or Cc'-:'fll-"'L Fi..onm~
C,1.tu:n:

~r-.nv1Gt·.~ lit
i'· '(fl'fR1f'.~1 thf. l.. f-,,\l'~Nl.'1'.~

EL@mail.ucf.edu
www.csel.ucf.edu
"'
•

.
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YUKONBLUE.COM CROSSWORD
1 room for rent in a beautiful 4 bedroom
house with hot tub 2 minutes from UCF.
Rent is 450 a month. Females only
please. Call Kara at 239-841-6601.
2 Bed 2 Bath Condo For Rent at Club
Orlando off Chickasaw.
Gated Community.
Call 407-875-9629 or 407-489-0663
Registry @ Michigan Park. 212 in great
location. Includes full sized W/D, cable
and internet. Gated community, gym, 2
pools and'spa. 1100/mo.+utilities. ?mos
lease. Lease Purchase available.
727-251-6650 or Delta1160@yahoo.com.

Check it Out!
Rooms available in· Classy Homes
East Orlando Area. Rent ranging from
$350/mo and up.
http://Nancepropertyinvestments.com
407;-716-0848 or
407-334-6658
2 private bdrms in clean, furn. AC
townhouse, w/ male undergrad. 2.8 miles
from campus near Alafaya & E. Colonial.
Share bath, w/d~wireless DSL, basic
direct TV, local phone, & parking space
incl. No pets, no smoking. $450/mo.
Semester or year lease. Call Kwami at
407-381-1713 or David at 407-252-5276

ACROSS
1. Falcon's
cousin
5. Fair
9. Middling
mark
12. Steers
13. Solemn vow ·
14. Big pig
15. Corn cake
16. Frolicking
18. Enamor
20. Card game of
yore
21. Stare stupidly
23. Certain hairstyle
· 27. lce-qream
dessert
31.
deck
32. Spoonpill's
kin
~3. Long in the
tooth
35. Olympic sled
2

3

36. Hoop
37.
39.

40.
41.
43.
48.
52.
53.
54.

55.
56.
57.
58.

location
Stuck
together
School exam
Forum wear
Snoop
Tree
leftovers
Royal
track
Zip
Formerly
Actress
Hecht
Slick
Matured
Jumpy
DOWN

1 . Aspiration

2. Nerve-cell
part

3. Go along
4. Leg's center
5. High voice

4

6

7

•+• YukonBlue,.
Sponsored by

List IL find It. Get It

l1sr Joss FOR FREE. F1NoJoesToo.

www.VukonBlue.com
YukonBfue Orlando's online dassifieds.
list it. Findit. Get it.
22. Okay, on

6. Rower's
blade .
7. Pursue, as
prey
8. Yikes!
9. Greek
letter
10. Eternity
11. Coop find
17. Pair
Go.ne by

the radio
24. Rain hard
25. Venetian

ruler
26. Unbarred,

to a bard
27. Pinball

mishap ·
28. Band

19:

10

8

member
29. Corduroy

11

features
30. Fly out of

12

Africa
34. Musher's

15

vehicle
38. Bowler,

18

4 bedroom house behind UCF. Spring
semester. $500-650/mo. based on room
size. Includes utilities.
Call Jordan at 305-731-9631 .
Room for Rent
in 3/2 House. 2 mi. from UCF
$500/mo plus 1/3 utils. Call Jessica
407-921-3867.

32
36

2 Rms For Rent in Oviedo 3/2 home.
10 mlns. from UCF. Clean and quiet
neighborhood. $450/mo + 1/3 elec.
Included utll. are water, digital cable,
wireless internet, w/d. Short term
lease avail. Call Stacy 407-754-4697
Rm avail now. 5 min from UCF.
Pool, lrg lvng rm w/big HDTV.
Bdrm 14 X 10!! $400 plus util.
Call Kristian @ 407-970-9799.

56

Crossword solution in Thursday's classifieds

Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for
furnished BO in 3 BO home on lake,
6. mlns from UCF. $500/mo incl. util,
nls, no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
212 Apartment.
$425/mo plus utlllties
Call 407-924-1700
FEMALE TO ROOM WITH FEMALE
Master $375, house w/ pool, cable &
high speed internet, indr. gym, all
privileges. 5 mins from UCF. Sec dep ,
$.100. Call Kelly at 904-553-3939 or Jose
407-298-1556 between 9-6pm or leave
msg.

We offer:
AM shift - professional B2B calling
PM shift - fun residential calling
Flexible schedules - Paid training
Referral Bonus $100
Sign on Bonus $100
$7 per production hour guaranteed
Incentive bonuses for extra hours
Fun and friendly environment
Staff dedicated to your success

Give us a call today and get started next week
Orlando 407-243-:9400 •Winter Park 407-673-9700

PfT telephone sales/customer service
position. Must have excellent phone and
customer service skills and basic
computet knowledge. Flex scJiedule.
$7/hr. Contact Pam 407-971-4339 or
pam@daysol.com.

I

Girls
BoyS'" ·1· -

Tuwn·

•

, PT Cleanlng, Evenings

Elite Specialized Swim Instructor
Earn up to $50 Kl a year. No exp.
needed will train, fee $8 K,
For details Cell Mike 321-662-6049

UCF. AREA HOUSE
Huge 5BD/2.5BA Wood floors,
fenced-In yd. Pets okl Avail 02101.
Excellent Prlcel!I
Call Nick Phllllps @ 407-810-7622

Cleaners pay $8.50/hr.
Supervlsore $8.00·$10.00/hr.
Looks good on reeume, flex hours
must be neat, honest, rellable.
407-422-6411ext1.

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS
bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy meeting new people.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life required. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team , you'll seek out people in
need of energy arrd introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team, apply at
www.recruit.redbultmet.com.

Red Bull·
~~
EJ"IERGY DRIN K

TUTOR NEEDED FOR 5th GRADER.
3-5 pm, Mon-Thurs In ·Oviedo.
Must be reliable. Serious Inquires
only. 407-977-9856
Looking .for an energetic, p,osltlve, selfmotivated baby-sitter/mommy's helper
for two young children In the Altamonte
area. Exp.,ref., CPR cert. reqd.
Light housekeeping, and flexible hours
with some weekends.
mbrehne@cfl.rr.com

Babysitter needed to watch 14-moold boy. Located In Waterford area.
Please email nlru_n@yahoo.com
or call 407-306-7851

Ashington Park close to UCF.
3 Females needed for a 4/2 home.
$500/mo. Incl. util.
Call 954-732-5214 after 6 p.m.

l:m FOR RENT:
~Sublease

F wanted for 2/2 at Pegasus Connection
private bath, utilities, cable, w/d &
internet incl. $604/mo, pool, gym,
game room, tanning. Call 239-872-1181

Christian M Roommate Wanted.
House Is off Alafaya Woods. Fully
furnished, clean and quiet. $500/mo
includes utilities, cable & Internet
Cell Scott at 772-359-3926

1 bdrm avail. in a furn. 4/2. @ Pegasus
Connection. Male pref. $485/mo Util. incl.
We'll pay the transfer fee. Call
Drew (352) 552-5112 or (352) 735-1903

Room available, 15 minutes from
UCF. Utilities Included! Only
$400/mo. Call during the evening:
407-227-7579

F Needed for 4/4 at Pegasus
Connection. Mins from UCF. First
Month Free! $494/mo, utilities incl.
Private bed/bath. Call 302-448-0318

4 bedroom house behind UCF. Spring
semester. '$500-650/mo. based on room
size. Includes utilities.
Call Jordan at 305-731-9631.

Quiet Female Roommate to share 3/2
duplex off Curry Ford. Avail 1-12-!)6.
$345/mo plus 1/3 util. Call 727-458-7395
or dangerkey@hotmail.com

Room avail. In Beautiful home

Sublease 4/4 at Pegasus Landing.
Will pay all transfer fees! $510/mo
utllltles included. Avail. ASAP.
Call 386-405-4619

In Avalon Park. 10 mlns from UcF.
All utilities Incl. High speed wireless,
all cable, furnished opt., $500/mo.
Avail ASAP. Short term lease avail.
Call 850-291-3183

MOVE IN & SAVE. 1 bd. in 2/2 at
Pegasus Connection. Great, easy going
roommate. $585/mo.
Please Call 352-267 -2997

Assistant Family Teaoher
Girls and Boys Town of Central Florida
is seeking a committed person to
assist in a residential home setting by
providing a structured and nurturing
environment for troubled youth.
Requires a HS Diploma (prefer some
college credits) and a valid driver's
license with good driving record. Must
be at least 21 years old. Required to
work flexible hours and shifts (includes
some evenings, overnights and
weekends). Duties include teaching
and counseling youth on appropriate
skills and behaviors, providing and .
fostering a loving, caring, and safe
environment and assisting with their .
moral, spiritual and educational
development. Prefer youth-care
experience. Will receive 2 wks paid
training at our Corporate Headquarters
in Omaha, NE. We offer great no-wait
.benefits ·and career opportunities.
Salary: $10.58/hour.
Fax (407-365-5310) or email resume to
bollingw@girlsandboystown.org.
Drug Testing/EOE.

3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585
Need editor typist for draft tevlew of book
"First of a Kind- WMDs" hourly rate to be
determined, mlcrosoft word
Call Richard Duda 407-365-1315

RENT:
[~FOR
~Roommates

Village at Science Drive 1 bd in a
3/3, all utilities Incl., W/D, Lease
through July 31,'06. $545/mo,
Avail ASAP Call Stefanie
239-699-1675 or email
seakin22@yahoo.com

Room for Rent In House, UCF 1Oinins.
10X8 $350-$300, 11X11 $400-$350,
$150 sec.dep. all utilities included
Call Steve 407-267-4982

~~~f'--i·11o+..·,,
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2 Rooms for Rent - Jan 1 , 2006
Very clean Waterford Lakes home
Quiet, utilities included. Starts
at $475.00. Call Carl·407.538.3394

ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS!
Looking for some extra$?
·we have the best part time job
: in Orlando and you can earn
full time pay $8 - $20 /Hr.

39

UCF Executive Custom Home
Greystone Upscale --Stone Wall/Gated
5 Min. to UCF on McCulloch Rd.
6/3/3 + 2 for add. parking
Huge Master $850, Reg. $450
Privacy Bath $600, Professionals Only
HS Internet, All Appliances, Util. $70.-http ://nancepropertyi nvestmetns .com
President Anette: 407-716-0848,
2 Rooms for rent In a 3/2 House off
Alafaya .W oods Blvd. Includes utilities,
cable, internet, and garage space.
Avail now!! $540/mo. 407-256-9163
Looking for quiet roommate. Responsible
M to move into a beautiful 4/2
immaculate student house. Fresh paint,
new tile, security system, 6 min from
UCF, brand new W/D, all furniture, brand
new·bath, full kitchen. Must be clean, no
pets, High speed internet, cable optional.
Private -parking. Must be 21 or older.
Lease req . Call 305-528-9470
Female looking for nice, clean
roommate to share 212 condo In
Ventura Country Club. Guard gated,
fully furn bdrm, utll, high speed
Internet, cable Incl. $500/mo. Call
407-384-6244 for more Info
$425 utll. Incl. 1 bdrm evell, cable,
high speed Internet, w/d, deck w/
grill. Furn 4/2 home, 10 min from
UCF. Cell Mike@ 941-812·5120 or
941-795-3008.
3/212 house. Furnished, W/D,
Community P(lOI, tennis courts, greet
locetlon, near UCF & VCC, High
speed lnternl!t $400/mo + 113
utllltlea, Avell ASAP. 321-544-6004
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
$415/mo plus utll. Leese begins
January '06. 5 mlna from UCF. Shere
412.5 house. Call 954-854-0553.

Visit www.OrlendoCesa.com
Lake Pool Front Townhouse In Avalon
Lakes. 3/2.5. 2, 163 sq ft. Upgraded
kitchen, laundry rm, asking below market
rent. 1 yr or greater lease. No fees.
Good credit req. 917-292-1550
4/2 like new home In Eastwood near
Waterford Town Center, Pool Access
FREE CABLE, Wash~r I Dryer
$1400 I month. Cell 321 -217-3830
3/2/2 Home In Easton Park with
screened patio. 3 mlns from UCF.
Quiet community. Pets OK. $1250
plus utllltles. Cell 321-662-2555
3/2 Custom Duplex 2 miles from UCF
1150 sq ft. All appliances inc.
No pets, no smoking $1075/mo +sec
dep. $40 app fee. 407-657-3644

FURNISHED HOUSE TO SHARE
4 br/2 BA, ell rme furnished llke a
dorm. Mina from UCF. Ample
Perking, Includes cable, Internet,
appllances, utllltles Incl Up to $150.
Avall Now..321-777-8126

.. -

No Vacancy?Stay, Here! UCF's beat
way to find e piece to stayl

Pillowtop Mattress Sets
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still in' factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can
Deliver! (407) 846-8822
Complete Bed Set w/desk.
Cherrywood Furniture & bed set w/
mattress incls desk, dresser w/IJlirror
.& night stand. $550. 407-924-1700

'98 Ford Contour
Fµlly loaded automatic, 4 cyl. $3,500
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF on Alafeya
'93 Subaru Legacy
4 dr automatic, 59K original, $3,500
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF on AlaJaya
'02 Jeep Liberty
.. 3.7 llter, autq. 4 wheel drive, $7,800
· Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF on Alafaye

'98 Toyota Camry LE--Silver
135K, 4dr, Automatic, Lthr lntr,
A/C, Pwr wndws & drs, ONLY $3,900
407-252-7749,
crlxheely@hotmqll.com
' 95 Toyota Camry LE. 2 dr automatic,
AC, power locks, $3,950.
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8811
3 miles north of UCF on Alefaye

Roommate Wanted to share

Close to UCF. ·Roommates Wanted.
41212 with hot tub. Clean tlled, ell
appliances, Internet, all utllltlea.
$500/mo Cell 772-359-2797

Condominium f6r Sale
2/2, 1/2 mile from UCF - Hunter's Reserve
$185,000 Price Negotiable
(407) 365 - 4774 Ask for Susan
DUPLEX FOR SALE - $165,000.
Adorable 2 bed, 2 beth, 858 sq. ft.
1/2duplex unit w/lg. screened porch
and fenced backyard. Utlllty/storege
shed with electric and work bench.
New carpeting In bedrooms. New
roof In August 2005. Very close to
UCF! Move-In condition! Cell Norma
Stewert@ 407-415-0090, Coldwell
Banker Property Showcase.

Let us take care ofalt your home purchase and refinance needs.

3/2 off University Blvd; wood/tile/carpet,
fireplace, new ale, w/d, updated kitchen
and bathrooms, fenced yard, call for
"pets, $1200/mo, 6-12 month lease.
Call 407-678-2160

•

Need Some Help? Get It Here!
UCF's fastest way to find help!
For More Info call 407-447-4555 or
Email Classlfleds@UCFNews.com
View all classifieds on(lne anytime
et www.UCFllews.com!

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at·407 629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 ealty

EQU ILUANCE

Michelle Harris
Licensed Mortgage Broker

Mor1gagr.Rrat1y& ri111

I~ FOR SALE:
l~ Homes

Foreclosures!
3/3 Home! Only $16,000! Must sell
period. Call 800-749-8124 x(l904
3/2.5 Townhome In Chancellor's Row
Immaculate, between UCF & Waterford,
1156 sq. ft., new carpet, fresh paint.
$195,000. Call 407-927-3308

South Georgia: 4 BR, 2 BA
brick home on 10.83 acres on Hwy
117 5 miles from Lumber City, GA.
Good fishing and hunting locally.
$174,000. Contact Kevin or Angie
Powell. 912-363-2700
South East Orlando Close to UCF
4/2 excellent condition. Beautiful
landscape, fenced yard, Florida room.
Priced to SELL $234,900- Michele
Guzman 407-929-5489 Century 21 REP
Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573

COMPUTER ISSUES?
Software/Setup/Repair
305-968-4622
lulsldq@gmall.com
Piano Lessons
All ages and all types of music.
Lessons include theory of music and
music composing.
Call Pam@ 407-376-8823

Hurting From a Past Abortion?
Cornerstone Pregnancy Center is
offering a confidential and nonJudgmental Post-Abortive bible study for
women at First Baptist Church Union
Park beginning Jan 24th. Registration
required. Call Kelly 407-267-6535, Lisa
321-217-4815, or Pat 407-484-8220 ,

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise!
5 Days From $299! Includes
Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties! Cancun
Acapulco, Jamaica From $499! Campus
Reps Needed! PromoCode:34
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nlghts

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
· choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICEI
Cancun from $499

'94 Chevy Caveller. 2 dr automatic,
good transportation, $800.
Oviedo Motors 407-366·8611
3 mllee north of UCF on Alafaya

Got A Mortgage Broker?

Web Developer - Exp'd HTML, ASP
VBScript, PHP,
SOL, FfT $11hr +resume to
bill@nextelligence.com

e.g.
40. Fastening
with rope
42. Malayan
boat
44. Beg
45. Housekeeper
46. Metallic
sound
47. Leave 'em
laughing
"48. Leaders
49. Wirediameter
measure
50. Thickness
51. Expert

C: (407) 687·5667
P: (407) 542·6591
michelle.harris@equilliance.com

f reat Service is our To Priority. Don't Delay, Call Today!

BAHAMAS

PARTY
CRUISE

12~~,
.

•

Includes Por~Hot;I&
DepartureTaxes, Transfers
&Tip~ Reco'gnized In
1001 For Outstanding
Marketplace Ethics

www.SpringBreokTravel.com

J-800-618-6386
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America is a land of dreams, ·and a college
. education is still the vehicle that gets you there.
()

Edamerica provides money for college with
low-cost student loans. We empovver
you to live your dream!

Parents have d reams too. That's why Edamerica
(

offers a 1% upfront'- discount, plus an additional .25%
auto-debit rote reduction on parent
loans for und~rgraduate students.
4.85°/o PLUS Loans
Instant Online Pre·Approval

Don't let money be an obstacle to
getting your education and. grabbing
your piece of the American Dream.
Make it happen. With Edamerica.
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